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ABSTRACT

Low-latency, high throughput mechanisms to retrieve data become increasingly cru-

cial as the cyber and cyber-physical systems pour out increasing amounts of data

that often must be analyzed in an online manner. Generally, as the data volume

increases, the marginal utility of an “average” data item tends to decline, which

requires greater effort in identifying the most valuable data items and making them

available with minimal overhead.

We believe that data analytics driven mechanisms have a big role to play in

solving this needle-in-the-haystack problem. We rely on the claim that efficient pat-

tern discovery and description, coupled with the observed predictability of complex

patterns within many applications offers significant potential to enable many I/O

optimizations. Our research covers exploitation of storage hierarchy for data driven

caching and tiering, reduction of distance between data and computations, removing

redundancy in data, using sparse representations of data, the impact of data access

mechanisms on resilience, energy consumption, storage usage, and the enablement

of new classes of data driven applications. For caching and prefetching, we offer

a powerful model that separates the process of access prediction from the data re-

trieval mechanism. Predictions are made on a data entity basis and used the notions

of “context” and its aspects such as “belief” to uncover and leverage future data

needs. This approach allows truly opportunistic utilization of predictive informa-

tion. We elaborate on which aspects of the context we are using in areas other than
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caching and prefetching different situations and why it is appropriate in the specified

situation.

We present in more details the methods we have developed, BeliefCache for data

driven caching and prefetching and AVSC for pattern mining based compression of

data. In BeliefCache, using a belief, an aspect of context representing an estimate

of the probability that the storage element will be needed, we developed modular

framework BeliefCache, to make unified informed decisions about that element or

a group. For the workloads we examined we were able to capture complex non-

sequential access patterns better than a state-of-the-art framework for optimizing

cloud storage gateways. Moreover, our framework is also able to adjust to variations

in the workload faster. It also does not require a static workload to be effective

since modular framework allows for discovering and adapting to the changes in the

workload. In AVSC, using an aspect of context to gauge the similarity of the events,

we perform our compression by keeping relevant events intact and approximating

other events. We do that in two stages. We first generate a summarization of the

data, then approximately match the remaining events with the existing patterns if

possible, or add the patterns to the summary otherwise. We show gains over the plain

lossless compression for a specified amount of accuracy for purposes of identifying the

state of the system and a clear tradeoff in between the compressibility and fidelity.

In other mentioned research areas we present challenges and opportunities with

the hope that will spur researchers to further examine those issues in the space of

rapidly emerging data intensive applications. We also discuss the ideas how our re-

search in other domains could be applied in our attempts to provide high performance

data access.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The dissertation is motivated by the increasing importance of real-time or online

data intensive computing. The world is awash in data, and even more of it will

be generated in the future as the information technologies permeate deeper into

every aspect of society including energy, transportation, logistics, medical care, etc.

Furthermore, not only there is more data to store and manage but also a push to

analyze the data in an online or real-time manner to drive intelligent decision making

for society’s interactions with the cyber and cyber-physical systems. Fortunately,

not all of the data is of equal importance or usefulness in driving the decisions;

instead, the amount of data required by a given application during each phase of

computation (i.e., the working set) is rather limited. This brings in the key challenge

of proactively determining the data needs so that high performance access could be

provided to the data that will most likely be needed in the near future. With overall

data volume growing much faster than the useful or required data, the problem is

becoming increasingly more complex. On the other hand data access is not random,

it is rather complex itself as it is a product of application programs, user behavior and

underlying storage characteristics. Considering such a complex situation, we make
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the case that data analytics driven techniques can be highly valuable in tackling this

key challenge.

We believe that data can lead us in our attempts to uncover its meaning. In

this dissertation we provide a survey of techniques for learning about and predicting

the data needs and the corresponding methods to access it quickly, and articulate

its many research challenges. These challenges are not only algorithmic but also

relate to the rapidly evolving storage technologies that provide a very wide range of

solutions in the IO-rate/capacity landscape.

Main focus of the research was on caching and predictive prefetching, and data

filtering. As a most important aspect of performance we tried to decrease the latency,

the time between a request for data and the arrival of the first piece of data for

each data request. Latency penalties cannot be addressed without predicting future

access behavior, but that in itself is not enough. In our attempts to predict future

access behavior we understood that we have to address grouping of the data items

and where those items exist in a storage hierarchy. Moreover, addressing similarities

between data items and removing not only the identical copies of the data items could

further improve performance. Where do we stop? With the attempts to satisfy high

performance requests we affect resilience and energy consumption. Applied methods

could have high memory and processing footprint.

In order to organize a discussion of the above mentioned issues we provide a

taxonomy of data driven data access (D3A) techniques and present the state of the

art for each.

Contributions

In this dissertation we present in more details the methods we have developed, Belief-

Cache for data driven caching and prefetching and AVSC for pattern mining based

compression of data.
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In BeliefCache, using a belief, an aspect of context representing an estimate

of the probability that the storage element will be needed, we developed modular

framework BeliefCache, to make unified informed decisions about that element or

a group. For the workloads we examined we were able to capture complex non-

sequential access patterns better than a state-of-the-art framework for optimizing

cloud storage gateways. Moreover, our framework is also able to adjust to variations

in the workload faster. It also does not require a static workload to be effective

since modular framework allows for discovering and adapting to the changes in the

workload. BeliefCache is discussed in more details in Chapter 3.

In AVSC, using an aspect of context to gauge the similarity of the events, we

perform our compression by keeping relevant events intact and approximating other

events. We do that in two stages. We first generate a summarization of the data,

then approximately match the remaining events with the existing patterns if possible,

or add the patterns to the summary otherwise. We show gains over the plain lossless

compression for a specified amount of accuracy for purposes of identifying the state

of the system and a clear tradeoff in between the compressibility and fidelity. AVSC

is discussed in more details in Chapter 5.

Along with presenting the vision of challenges and opportunities in many areas

that our work in caching/prefetching/data filtering could be extended to we also

discuss how methods developed in other domains could be applied for early prediction

of the state of the system and collaborative analytics.

Outline

The outline of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the fundamental

considerations in high performance data access that include both the characteris-

tics of the storage technologies and systems and the mechanisms to reduce data

access overheads. The subsequent chapters then discuss some key issues in depth
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including: locality exploitation in data access (Chapter 3), exploiting priority op-

timization through leveraging relationships between data items for placement and

access (Chapter 4), and data reduction (Chapter 5). Subsequently, we discuss other

related issues in Chapter 6, such as performance vs. resilience and energy consump-

tion (Section 6.1), need for efficient metadata management (Section 6.2), configu-

ration management (Section 6.3) and collaborative intelligence extraction for high

performance data access (Section6.4). Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the paper.
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CHAPTER 2

HIGH PERFORMANCE DATA ACCESS ISSUES

In the past, data rich computing was largely limited to scientific computing and de-

riving offline business intelligence. While the data requirements of these applications

continue to rise, many other applications have emerged within the last decade. Given

the rise of social media, data is being used increasingly for a large variety of purposes

including sentiment analysis, purchasing behavior, electronic media consumption be-

havior, search intent, etc. These, in turn, drive advertising, recommendation systems,

search result presentation, which need to work in real-time.

Since cloud eliminates the high initial investment in storage infrastructure and

maintenance costs to ensure uptime it has changed the way organizations look at

their architectures, implying that not all data will be stored on-premise. Cloud

storage gateways have enabled the ease of data movement across devices for backup

and have the potential to reduce the complexity of managing large data stores for

organization and users using these gateways.

As intelligence is infused in physical systems such as electricity grid, transporta-

tion, commodity distribution, health care, water/sewer systems, etc., they will tend

to generate larger volumes of monitoring data, which increasingly must be analyzed
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in real time to determine developing problems and take corrective actions before any

physical disruption takes place. For example, anomalies in power flows or traffic

flows can be used to predict an impending problem and take corrective action.

With Internet of Things (IoT) deployment progressing rapidly, edge computing

is becoming another source of large amounts of data that must be acted upon in real

time. The vision of edge computing is that IoT devices within a suitably sized region

(e.g., video cameras on a city block) will stream data to edge devices that analyze

them for anomalies and performance information, and archive the data in the cloud

for deeper offline analysis. Edge devices within a region are likely to collaborate for

situational understanding and would require effective means of dealing with large

amounts of data in real-time.

Efficient data access depends on both the storage technologies and the mecha-

nisms to use them efficiently. In the next section, we discuss the technology aspect,

and then introduce our taxonomy of the data access mechanisms.

2.1 Storage Hierarchies

The rapid advancement of storage technologies has played an essential role in both

fueling and supporting the big data growth. Storage technologies now cover an

extremely wide range in terms of capacities, latencies, throughput and cost. On

the high capacity end, there are variants of the traditional HDD (hard disk) tech-

nology such as SMR (Shingled Magnetic Recording) (Feldman and Gibson (2013))

or IMR (Interlaced Magnetic Recording) (Hwang et al. (2017)), both of which try

to minimize the spacing between tracks and thereby increase the capacity at the

cost of greater difficulty in data updates. On the high speed end, there are tech-

nologies like PCM (phase change memory) and cross-point memory which are byte

addressable, can be be used like persistent memory, and have speeds comparable

to memory (though currently 2-4x slower than DRAM). A commercial example of
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this is the cross-point memory recently introduced by Intel, and sold as “Optane”

drive (with storage interface) and “Optane” memory (with memory interface) (Intel

(2015, 2018)). In between these two extremes is the increasingly popular flash drive

or solid-state drive (SSD), which is rapidly taking over and in many cases replacing

the HDDs (Norman (2009); Cobb and Huffman (2012)). The key characteristic of

SSD is limited endurance, which refers to the number of times a flash block (usu-

ally 128KB or more) can be erased before it degrades significantly. Any bit in a

flash block, once written, cannot be overwritten until the entire block is erased. The

erasure itself is a slow and energy-intensive process. SSDs offer a wide range of ca-

pacities and endurance depending on the number of bits stored per flash cell. SLC

(single level cell) recording (1 bit/cell) can provide about 100K erase cycles, whereas

the emerging QLC (quatro level cell) (4 bits/cell) may peter out at 1000 erase cy-

cles. The built-in wear-leveling mechanisms spread the writes out to the entire drive,

thereby making even QLC drives usable for data that is not modified frequently.

Figure 2.1: A potential storage hierarchy

The wide range of technology characteristics naturally leads to potential storage

hierarchy shown in Figure 2.1 that has the (volatile) DRAM memory cache at the

highest tier, and a HDD or high capacity SSD based storage system as the the lowest

tier. In between, there may be a layer of high speed SSDs with the emerging low-

latency NVMe interface. More recently, there is considerable interest in introducing

an even higher performance layer (e.g., one based on the Optane storage or memory)

right below the DRAM layer. Such a memory provides persistence at speeds that
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are only 4-8x slower than DRAM. With a memory interface, it is even possible to

use this layer like a memory (e.g., for directly storing and executing programs out of

it or maintaining data structures).

Large storage systems naturally consist of many devices of each type, and these

may be distributed logically and physically, but still treated in a unified way, perhaps

even as single storage hierarchy. This leads to the notion of storage virtualization

and naturally involves the network. In fact, given the very high amount of data that

high speed storage devices are able to generate, the network bandwidth is becoming

an area of concern (Ray et al. (2018)). For example, a single NVMe SSD can easily

generate 25 Gb/sec traffic with sequential access. This requires an integrated man-

agement of storage and network, and makes it even more important to learn and

exploit the access behavior to place, relocate and access data in a distributed storage

hierarchy.

The key question regarding a storage hierarchy is where various data items should

be located and how they should be moved across the hierarchy. Obviously, this should

be done holistically so as to satisfy conflicting objectives of highest performance with

minimal data movement across the tiers, and often requires data driven techniques

as discussed later.

2.2 A Proposed Taxonomy

Learning and predicting future data needs and preparing for its efficient access can

be approached from many angles depending both on the specific application char-

acteristics and the storage hierarchy used for persistent storage. We endow a data

stream with the notion of “context” and leverage it to uncover future data needs.

A full consideration of understanding and annotating a data stream is itself a big

research topic and we consider it at least as important as choosing an appropriate

knowledge discovery method. For a given set of data entities, context represents its
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metadata, which can capture structural and behavioral properties including popu-

larity and relationships. In the the rest of the dissertation we discuss which aspects

of the context we are using in different situations and elaborate why it is appropriate

in the specified situation.

Figure 2.2: D3A Taxonomy

In Fig. 2.2 we present a potential taxonomy to organize the discussion in this

dissertation. Real systems are likely to simultaneously use multiple approaches men-

tioned in the taxonomy, and there are invariably challenges associated with applying

multiple techniques together, though our focus will be on individual techniques.

The problem of characterizing data access could be approached by leveraging

the data context which could be either learned from suitable ontologies, provided

by applications or learned from behavior. Traditionally, at the storage level, the

only source to infer any higher level meaning is through the observed behavior of

the data. On the other hand, at file system level, we could have semantic structure,

while middleware could have some combination of the two.
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In our taxonomy, the access could be either semantics driven or behavior

driven, based on which information is used to learn the context. Methods based on

semantics necessarily require a deep understanding of the environment, which is often

unavailable, expensive to obtain, or may be unreliable. This explains the popularity

of behavioral methods that can operate by simply watching how the data is used.

Our vision is that in future, it will be possible to combine the two approaches in more

meaningful ways. Two general ways of exploiting the semantics are: (a) knowledge

of existing redundancy and superfluousness in the data, which can be exploited for

operations on the data and for different optimizations, and (b) hints provided by

programmer and/or compiler to establish data needs (or lack thereof) at different

points in the application. An example of (a) is the existence of both original and

compressed versions of the file. Note that tracking this relationship requires extra

metadata which may be available at the file system level, but is nonexistent at the

storage system level. A trivial example of (b) is the pragma directive that marks

what data will be needed in the next phase of the program.

There are several attributes of data access that can be gleaned directly from the

data w/o much semantic information – although the presence of semantic informa-

tion can surely improve it. First, there is the question of where the data lives vs.

where it is consumed. Locality exploitation is the most fundamental technique to

make data access more efficient. It works by identifying which data is most essential

to the computation in the near future and moving that data close to the computa-

tion. Data access often shows locality not only in the traditional sense of successive

accesses to a given data item, but also with relationships across data items. For

example, if certain data items are accessed together frequently, the information can

be exploited for grouping the data and retrieving the related items proactively. Over

the last two decades, the speed and energy efficiency of computing has progressed

than that of data storage, which increasingly makes the data movement the primary
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concern in terms of both performance and energy consumption. Thus, proxim-

ity optimization could help placing the required data close to computation (by

proactively putting it in the upper levels of the memory and storage hierarchy) and

bringing computation close to data (by embedding processing in the storage and

memory devices). The other important issue is data reduction, or the decrease in

the size of the data processed and hence further reducing data movement and even

the computation. In storage systems, the standard techniques for data reduction

are redundancy removal via deduplication and compression. Deduplication divides

data into chunks and replaces duplicate chunks with references to the only stored

chunk copy. Lossless compression retains all of the information and is thus used rou-

tinely, but in many situations where the result of the computation need not be exact

(e.g., audio/video playback, visualization, stochastic modeling), lossy compression is

also very useful. Summarization can be considered as a form of lossy compression,

where the objective is to retain only certain properties of the data rather than the

entire data itself. For example, data may be summarized to retain some statistical

properties, frequently occurring data patterns, anomalies in data, etc.

In the rest of the dissertation we elaborate on these aspects further. We also

address the trade-off between data access performance and resilience, energy efficient

data access (which often goes with high performance, but not necessarily), issues of

efficient metadata access (which is essential for efficient data access), and issues of

setting configuration parameters automatically.
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CHAPTER 3

LOCALITY EXPLOITATION ISSUES

3.1 Introduction

Caching, prefetching, and grouping of data items are inextricably intertwined with

locality extraction. If access locality can be identified, locality exploitation is bene-

ficial to manage that data through a cache in the higher tier of the storage system.

Cache is typically characterized by small capacity of faster, more expensive memory.

Conversely, an intelligent caching mechanism will attempt to extract the locality

existing in the accesses according to the expected data activity.

The increasing proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT) devices and systems

(Gubbi et al. (2013); Rose et al. (2015); Kolb et al. (2015)) results in large amounts

of highly heterogeneous data to be collected. It is critical for many of today’s or-

ganizations to have fast and actionable insight into this data by correlating newly

obtained data (at the edge) with the historical or legacy data stored in the cloud. In

the resource constrained environment, getting the data that is needed for analysis at

the right time is crucial both from application responsiveness and energy consump-

tion perspectives. The edge access patterns are expected to be highly complex and
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situation dependent (Zhang et al. (2015)). This motivates us to study intelligent

and flexible caching of the required cloud hosted data at the edge. From data cen-

ters to cloud, to edge and storage clusters, many of today’s large scale systems are

highly distributed, serving various applications that share resources with each other.

Sharing resources brings a host of benefits, for example, reduced energy, power and

operating cost, improved availability, enhanced reliability to name a few. Resource

sharing also brings performance challenges because, when multiple workloads access

the same resources, there is potential contention and interference that may cause

delays in the performance of individual workloads. The challenge lies in finding

accurate, robust, compact metrics and models that use data to drive caching and

grouping algorithms which can meet different performance objectives while achieving

efficient utilization of resources and providing high performance data access.

Algorithms for predicting future data access in a caching context have been the

object of intensive research for many decades at the page, object, cache-line, file, etc.

levels, and an enormous body of knowledge has been accumulated in this area. In the

next section we will provide an overview of research in locality exploitation with the

main focus on caching and prefetching. We will then introduce research challenges

and opportunities in caching and prefetching, our approach, experimental results and

implementation issues. Subsequently, we will discuss grouping, correlation and heat

prediction issues.

3.2 Caching and Prefetching

One way to make caching data driven is to exploit short term and long term access

patterns in the data. Given the importance of context and ability to add any rel-

evant information and address new requirements, Bayesian reasoning provides the

opportunity to add evidence (information that will help improve our belief) on the

fly. This, in turn, allows to both adapt to the workload changes and re-train the
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algorithm to handle new environments.

Many algorithms use the observation that correlated storage elements are ac-

cessed close to each other because of their data relevance. Consequently, if two

storage elements are almost always accessed together within a short time interval,

it is very likely that these two storage elements are correlated to each other. These

observations show that it is possible to automatically infer correlations in a storage

system by analyzing the access stream. We use the notion of “belief” to leverage the

context of the data. A “belief” encodes relationships across storage entities which

could be blocks, objects, files, storage chunks, etc., but generically referred to here

as “objects”. Consider two objects X and Y and a time window W. The belief of

X regarding Y relative to window W, can be defined as the conditional probability

that object Y is requested within the time window W following request for X. The

belief is then used to determine (or suggest, in case of a virtual cache) the objects to

be evicted (low belief) or prefetched (belief higher than elements in the cache, but

not present in the cache).

We have built a modular framework, BeliefCache, Ramljak et al. (2018a, 2017)

that is data driven and not only shows better or competitive performance to state-

of-the-art algorithms, but is also highly adaptive. It leverages relationships between

accessed entities to drive decisions about prefetching and replacement, but it has

some internal parameters that must be learned.

One key motivation for BeliefCache was to automatically set parameters, since

parameter setting is always difficult and often the parameters are left at some default

value. Any approach should address the limited memory requirements from the

perspective of obtaining the best performance from a given amount of memory. We

should also determine when the mechanism is not performing well and when to turn

it off, examine how to obtain close to optimal performance with a given amount of

memory for keeping track of caching related metadata, and examine how to deal
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with a very large number of objects. Data driven approach should make the best use

of the available resources (e.g., storage space for learned data, and the cache size)

without manual adjustments to deal with a particular system that involves a huge

data space that users in this system can allocate.

The BeliefCache performance largely depends on the internal parameters. Inter-

nal parameters are learned during the training phase using supervised learning on

the access history to estimate the suitable time window W , and three other param-

eters, namely, the voting window size (the number of recent IO requests that are

used to compute belief regarding an element), the cache candidates size (the num-

ber of entities that are suggested to be prefetched), and the belief threshold (the

minimum belief value to consider for prefetching an element). Once learnt, these

parameters are held constant, but the beliefs themselves are dynamic values that are

updated on each request. The entities with the highest belief values are considered

for prefetching into the cache (i.e., prefetching) and those with the lowest values for

eviction. This provides a unified prefetching/caching algorithm that not only beats

the state-of-the-art algorithms (Yang et al. (2016)), but can also quickly adjust it-

self to changes in workload. Since the beliefs are updated constantly, the internal

parameter setting is quite robust to expected changes in the workload intensity or

nature. We find that the mechanism is able to correctly determine the relationships

across entity accesses in all the traces that it was tested with, and hence perform

better than other algorithms. However, the past used for learning is relevant only if

it gets reinforced and a substantial change in the workload – often characterized as

“phase-change” – may require relearning the internal parameters.

Having changes within a single workload and a mix of a large number of disparate

workloads from a varying set of applications, there is a possibility that parameters

for learning said correlations might change. For example, correlated elements will

come together in a shorter or larger window of elements. Not having the ability to
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adapt to those changes, we might not be able to exploit the existing correlations.

We therefore also developed online training of cache management framework

through detecting the performance changes. We demonstrate how to build a tool

for real-time tracking of cache related workload changes. This tool automatically

improves the ability of BeliefCache to adapt to previously unseen workloads over

time, as this is essential for the deployment of the mechanism in the real-world. We

leverage first-order caching properties, (frequency and re-use distance), and second-

order caching properties (successor predictability) observed through the hit rate to

develop an online learning mechanism. Our mechanism is able to detect the workload

changes that we have introduced by mixing several real traces.

3.2.1 Related Work

In this section we re-iterate upon our motivations to look into cache management

and prefetching techniques, but also look into the research of finding and exploiting

workload characteristics and parameters. After the short introduction of the Belief-

Cache framework that we rely upon in this section we will provide more relevant

details about BeliefCache in the next section.

Caching issues, including replacement policies and prefetching have been exten-

sively examined in the literature, but we only briefly mention some techniques that

are adaptive and therefore data driven to some degree. “The cornerstone of read

cache management is to keep recently requested data in the cache in the hope that

such data will be requested again in the near future” (Gill and Bathen (2007)).

Even though this simple LRU caching and its more complex improvements (Arı

et al. (2002); Megiddo and Modha (2003)) are predictive approaches they rely on the

first order caching properties (recency and/or frequency of particular objects) and we

wanted to explore them in combination with second order properties (relationships

between the objects).
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For replacement, ACME (Arı et al. (2002)) and ARC (Megiddo and Modha

(2003)) are two techniques that use a virtual cache to manage their cache replacement

policies. ACME maintains data in caches as objects and a set of virtual caches (i.e.,

tables) is designed to keep past object header information for the distributed caches.

ARC separates the cache into two portions, one dedicated to the most recently-used

and the other to simulate a cache for most frequently-used data. A cache directory

(or table) is used for tracking the “recency” and “frequency” of past requests to

change the size of both cache portions. The virtual caches in these two techniques

are used neither for detection nor prefetching of sequential streams. We also need to

look into integrated policies for caching in prefetching.

BeliefCache’s prefetching approach is similar to several methods (Lin et al. (2008);

Gu et al. (2006)) that use a weighted graph to keep track of successor load requests.

This also allows these methods to predict several requests using the weighted edges

as a predictor of which objects will be requested next. A possible disadvantage is

that rare requests may not be a good enough indicator of what follows next. In

BeliefCache this issue is solved by using a window size to allow several requests to

vote on what is a likely successor. That way even if the current request is rare, the

previous requests can be used to vote for prefetching candidates. Moreover, these

methods use a fixed prefetching degree. BeliefCache does not use a fixed prefetching

degree and therefore it adapts better to the workload changes.

Patterson et al. (1995) and Kaplan et al. (2002) developed integrated policies for

caching and prefetching. Tombolo Yang et al. (2016), a recently developed system,

provides a solution to adapt to different workloads by combining several techniques,

and thus accommodate for performance enhancements for cloud storage gateways.

It takes advantage of SARC’s (Gill and Modha (2005)) effective cache replacement

policy by combining GRAPH, SARC and AMP (Gill and Bathen (2007)). Tombolo

uses AMP to prefetch for sequential access streams and GRAPH for random ones.
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We believe that this construction of several pieces affects the ability of Tombolo to

be flexible and adaptive.

Both SARC and AMP, and therefore Tombolo since it is using them, try to relate

utility to the amount of space that each part of cache should contain and therefore

partly decide which data to keep based on access history. BeliefCache on the other

hand has a unique policy that is able to address any complex pattern.

The BeliefCache framework exploits various levels of successor predictability and

indirectly exploits access history usage patterns. Patterns are extracted from both

short and long term correlations. In the rest of this section we explore the idea that

there has to be some workload-related cache characteristics other than hit rate which

would indicate that the workload has changed and re-learning of the framework’s

parameters is needed.

Yadwadkar et al. (2010) provide a description of the usefulness of understanding

I/O access patterns in general. We could gain insight into the context in which

applications use their underlying data. This information could help in designing

efficient storage systems, creating benchmarks that closely mimic realistic application

behavior, and enabling autonomous systems as the information obtained could be

used to adapt the system in a closed loop.

Basak et al. (2016) provide a good survey of literature that attempts to un-

derstand I/O characteristics of applications on storage systems. They also address

workload signature detection by considering workload parameters that are indepen-

dent of the environment and a matching algorithm that is able to correctly identify

workload signatures. Other approaches (Povzner et al. (2009); Tarasov et al. (2012);

Yadwadkar et al. (2010); Lazareva and Demianenko (2015)) have successfully ex-

tracted workload signatures from various server-side logs. In HPC environments,

Carns et al. (2011) noted that HPC I/O patterns tend to be repetitive across dif-

ferent runs, suggesting that I/O logs from prior runs can be a useful resource for
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predicting future I/O behavior, and proposed a methodology for continuous and

scalable characterization of I/O activities. Liu et al. (2014, 2016) address a prob-

lem of competing workloads in today’s HPC storage systems that cause unexpected

inexplicable changes in the application performance, I/O resource contention and

therefore significantly deteriorate the overall I/O throughput. Omnisc’IO (Dorier

et al. (2014)) is an approach that builds a grammar-based model of the deterministic

I/O behavior of HPC applications and uses it to predict when future I/O operations

will occur, and where and how much data will be accessed. Similar to Kim and Gu-

nasekaran (2015) try to find workload parameters, but in an HPC environment where

they develop lightweight server-side tracing tool out-of-band from the applications

running on top. Even though we are interested to uncover the workload signature

and find workload parameters that are independent of the environment, our focus is

on detecting phase changes using those independent workload parameters for caching

and prefetching specifically.

Byna et al. (2008) propose an I/O prefetching method with runtime and post-

run analysis of applications’ I/O signatures. Moreover, efficient pattern discovery

and description, coupled with the observed predictability of complex patterns within

many high-performance applications, offers significant potential to enable many ad-

ditional I/O optimizations (He et al. (2013)). Madhyastha and Reed (1997, 2002);

Madhyastha (1997) classify workloads in the following categories: read/write (read

only, write only, read update write, read write mix), sequentiality (sequential, 1d

strided, 2d strided, variably strided), request sizes (uniform, variable). Yang et al.

(2016), building upon Gill and Modha (2005) andGill and Bathen (2007) that ad-

dress prefetching of sequential streams, differentiate between random and sequential

patterns. In BeliefCache we go one step further and detect workload changes that

come from different complex patterns as well.

There is abundant literature that points out to the existence and importance of
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phase changes. Bhadkamkar et al. (2009) perform system optimizations suited for

specific workloads or phases as they occur. Long-running applications typically go

through multiple distinct phases (Gu and Verbrugge (2006); Zhang et al. (2007))

and Pipada et al. (2012) try to identify workload phases from live storage traces.

We are targeting a different problem, namely, assuming that workload changes exist,

we would like to detect when they occur, inspect how they impact caching charac-

teristics and adapt to the new workload characteristics. Wildani and Miller (2016);

Wildani et al. (2011) address a problem of identifying groups of blocks that tend to

be consistently read together in different environments. Our work on online learning

mechanism could be used to identify when do the learning parameters for identifying

groups of blocks in a workload change.

3.2.2 BeliefCache Framework Overview

In this section we provide a detailed overview of the data driven caching framework.

In very broad terms, we rely on the idea of “belief” to guide underlying heuristics,

where the belief is an estimate of the conditional probability that a particular object

Y will be accessed next, after accessing X. Belief is calculated from how many times

that the object has been accessed in the history “look-ahead” windows matching the

current access sequence. Note that the special case of Y “ X captures the access

recency, and indirectly access frequency of object X. In literature (Griffioen and

Appleton (1994); Gu et al. (2006); Lin et al. (2008)) the “look-ahead” period defines

what it means for one file to be opened “soon” after another file. Two files are related

if the files are accessed within a “look-ahead” period of one another.

Beliefs provide a directed model of conditional dependence across random access

patterns such that integrated use of belief guides both prefetch and eviction decisions.

When determining whether an object should be fetched, belief that this object will

be accessed in the near future is examined. In order to determine what objects
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should be removed from the cache, belief values of the objects currently in the cache

are compared and the ones with the smallest values are removed. In addition to

determining when a new object should be fetched, decisions should be made on how

many objects should be cycled into the cache. This can range from replacing a single

cache element in the event of both a miss and a hit if another object has a higher belief

that it will be more popular, to replacing multiple objects if pattern of accesses has

been drastically changed. This way the underlying BeliefCache framework addresses

the increase in complexity of the encountered access patterns.

Figure 3.1: BeliefCache Modular Framework

Maintaining a good hit ratio requires us to constantly monitor and update the

belief values of the current cache elements, and compare them against potential

replacements to determine if new objects should be cycled into the cache. While
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maintaining a good hit ratio is important, first priority is to satisfy demand requests

as quickly as possible. This is one context where it is useful to define a “virtual

cache”, shown in Figure 3.1, that merely observes the requests and makes eviction

and prefetching decisions, but does not act on those. The caching actions are carried

out by the real cache; the virtual cache only acts as an advisor. This mechanism

enables the real cache to service IO access demand requests as fast as possible while

the virtual cache (possibly running on a separate core) is doing the belief calculations.

Note that the real cache can ignore eviction requests from virtual cache for those

objects that need to remain pinned, and can surely ignore prefetch requests if there

are too many demand requests to satisfy. The virtual cache advises the real cache

about the cache objects to be prefetched or evicted based on the belief calculations

which are explained in the following section. Subsequently, detailed algorithms for

virtual and real cache are explained.

Calculating Beliefs

Let x1, x2, . . . , xt, . . . represent a (possibly infinite) stream of accessed elements in

a storage containing k different elements. For simplicity, assume that the storage

elements are enumerated from 0 to k´ 1, meaning that each accessed element xt has

a discrete value in the interval r0, k´ 1s. Moreover, to align with a realistic scenario,

xt is considered to be generated from a certain distribution Dt, independently for

every t.

Then Belief is defined as a conditional probability estimate of a storage element

xt`1 to be accessed after accessing xt´i, where i iterates over a “look-ahead” history

window of size h, i.e. i “ 0, . . . , h ´ 1. More precisely, the belief for a storage

element x is calculated as the ratio between its appearance frequencies within the
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current “look-ahead” history window and within any history window, i.e.

P ptxu|E “ xtq “
cxt´x

c1x
ˆ
fx
fxt

, (3.1)

where txu denotes the presence of x in the history window, E “ xt is an event

indicating that xt is the current element being accessed, cxt´x is the frequency of x

within the current “look-ahead” history window, while c1x is its frequency within all

previous history windows and can be considered as the popularity of x. Similarly, the

current overall frequencies fx and fxt can be considered as the credibility of predictive

strength of x and xt, respectively.

Moving through the trace we calculate the belief for all objects in the “look-

ahead” history window of each object we encounter in the trace.

Figure 3.2: A rolling history in example trace

A rolling history in toy example trace on the left hand side is shown in Figure 3.2.

Objects are shown by their ids. Circled are the objects for which we count the “look-
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ahead” history windows. “Look-ahead” history windows of size 5 are represented

by rectangles. On the right hand side is how the counts get updated. Counts are

updated for the circled objects only when the last object in rectangle is accessed.

For each object we need to keep the counts of only the objects that appear in its

“look-ahead” windows. In practice, we update the counts after the fact, when we

access the last element in one elements’ “look-ahead” window. That is why in the

Figure 3.2 the last object to have the counts updated is object with the ID 4. Note

that Figure 3.2 represents overly simplified example trace and look ahead history

windows of size 5 and it is shown here for better understanding of the algorithm.

Virtual Caching Algorithm

Figure 3.3: Cache candidate voting and determination example

Figure 3.4 gives the virtual caching algorithm which stores the object IDs as well

as the sorted beliefs calculated for the current object. As stated before, the virtual

cache only determines the belief and what should be prefetched. It does not contain
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demand request elements unless their ID’s are brought in by high belief. We now

briefly explain the algorithm with the help of Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.3, shows the trace history of the simple example when a current object o

with ID 15 is accessed. Cache represents the objects in the virtual cache (cache size

- kt). Cache candidates (cache candidate size - kc) are objects that are considered to

be put in cache. Cache size elements that vote (vote size - v) are objects that vote

upon cache candidates and cache elements. All sizes in this toy example, h, v, kc,

and kt are equal to 5.

0: function BeliefCache(o)
1: Load o
1: if co ą 0 then
2: \\Current Beliefs List (BELIEF)
2: for All x ‰ o do
3: Calculate belief P ptxu|E “ oq
3: end for
4: Sort beliefs for x not in cache
5: Choose max kc cache candidates
5: for x in cache candidates and x in cache do
6: Find v voters’ maximal belief vmax

7: xmax Ð vmax \\xmax is maximum belief
7: end for
8: Sort cache candidates and cache elements by maximal belief \\Sorted List
8: while xmax ą threshold and x in Sorted List and xmax ą bs do
9: Update stored value in BELIEF list
9: if x not in cache then
10: \\Prefetch List (PREFETCH)
11: Mark x for prefetching
11: end if
11: end while
12: Suggest objects in PREFETCH list for prefetching
13: Update beliefs in real cache according to stored BELIEF list
13: end if
13: end function=0

Figure 3.4: BeliefCache Virtual Cache Pseudocode

For the currently accessed object,“current object” o (line 1), if it has been accessed

at least once before (line 1), we first calculate beliefs for all other objects (lines 2- 3).

Next, we choose kc objects not currently in the virtual cache which have maximum

beliefs that will be accessed after the current object (lines 4- 5). We call those

objects “cache candidates”. We use kc last accessed elements in the trace, including

the current element, to “vote” upon which elements out of the current cache elements
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and the cache candidates should be in the cache. “Vote” upon means that, for each

object in the virtual cache and among the cache candidates, we find the maximum

belief that voters provide (lines 5- 7).

After obtaining maximal beliefs, we then sort these cache elements and cache

candidates according to those maximal beliefs (line 8). Even though we have one

sorted list we keep the information which element of the list is cache candidate and

which one is already in the virtual cache.

In case of any event, our assumption is that we might need to replace more than

one element depending on belief values. Therefore, we try to place in the prefetch

suggestion list the top kc elements from the sorted list of cache candidates and virtual

cache elements (lines 8- 11). We say “try” because we do so only if, for each object,

the obtained maximal belief is higher than the threshold t (line 8). By threshold

t we refer to the minimum belief or Bayesian probability required for an object so

that it may be considered as a cache candidate. Also, for each element, starting

from the top of the sorted list, we compare its found belief value with the smallest

stored belief value of the objects in the virtual cache (line 8). If that object from the

sorted list was already in the virtual cache we only update its current stored belief

value (line 9). If the object from the sorted list was one of the cache candidates

we mark it for prefetching from its remote location (line 11), and store its obtained

maximal belief (line 9). We continue this process until we reach the list element for

which the obtained maximal belief is either smaller than the threshold, or smaller

than the smallest stored belief in the virtual cache. After this process is finished,

before moving on to consider the next event, we have the list of objects marked

for prefetching – PREFETCH (line 12). We update the associated belief values for

all objects in the virtual cache based on values from the new object (line 13) and

updates for elements we don’t want to evict.

Updating the belief for all elements, according to current element beliefs, and
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updates for the elements we don’t want to evict (line 13) prevents building up the

high beliefs in the both virtual and real cache. This way we control the ability to

effectively change the elements of the real cache.

Subtracting counts At equidistant intervals sl we take a snapshot of the sparse

matrix of counts after subtracting the previous snapshot from the current sparse

matrix of counts.

Subtracting counts contributes to at least two goals. First, our beliefs remain

current and we are able to adapt to workload changes faster. Second, we prevent the

overflow of the cells in a sparse matrix of counts which might happen if we experience

excessive access to certain elements. Nevertheless, we add a measure to prevent the

overflow by limiting the maximal cell number.

Virtual Cache Complexity Let n be the number of unique objects in the trace.

Note, that kc and h are fixed and lot smaller than n. On the other hand kw is initially

not fixed and is expected to be lot smaller than n.

For each event we have to increment h object counters and h belief counters

(Ophq in worst case). We calculate belief and sort kc best candidates, which takes

Opkc ˚ log kc ˚ kwq. We then sort kt cache elements with complexity pOpkt ˚ log ktq

and compare at most 2 ˚ktpOpktqq. The total final complexity could be controlled by

avoiding calculation of probabilities when belief could be gauged by simple heuristics,

and keeping all lists sorted. In that case each event only costs Oplog ktq.

The required storage for belief counters is Opn ˆ kwq. In the worst case sce-

nario, which is highly unlikely, kw could approach n. This is extremely unlikely in

real workloads and Oly and Reed (2002) claim that can happen only for the most

complex, irregular patterns. For that to happen, all objects have to be related to

all other objects, or in other words every window after the object needs to contain

different objects. Even being so, since h is lot smaller than n and fixed, for all objects

to build relationships to other objects they need to be accessed a lot and a lot of
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time has to pass. In practice, many optimizations are possible to significantly reduce

the space/time overhead and obviate explicit probability calculation in many cases.

Nevertheless, tracking relationships can be quite expensive, and an accurate quantifi-

cation of benefits vs. costs of relationship tracking is an open problem. However, by

subtracting counts we limit the time interval during which this phenomenon would

have to occur and therefore kw could never approach n.

Real Cache Module

On completion of every IO access virtual cache is supposed to provide the prefetch

and eviction advice, i.e. lists PREFETCH and BELIEF. The real cache takes

PREFETCH list of elements as an advice for prefetching elements in to itself. For

the real cache elements, belief information associated with them is obtained from

the belief vector BELIEF which is regularly updated by the virtual cache. However,

we keep a copy of the list in case that the list is locked for processing by virtual

cache. Additional to this, unlike the virtual cache, the real cache also ensures that

the element which it requires to currently access be brought in to the real cache, if

the current IO access is a cache miss. For completion, the algorithm for the real

cache is shown in Figure 3.5

0: function RealCache(o)
1: Load o
1: if PREFETCH and BELIEF not locked then
2: Mark elements from PREFETCH for prefetching
3: Evict elements with smallest beliefs from BELIEF
3: end if
3: if cache miss then
4: Satisfy demand request
4: if BELIEF locked then
5: Evict elements with smallest beliefs from the stored copy of BELIEF list
5: else
6: Evict elements with smallest beliefs from the BELIEF list
6: end if
6: end if
6: end function=0

Figure 3.5: BeliefCache Real Cache Pseudocode

Note that, since PREFETCH and BELIEF lists are only suggestions real cache
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could as well use other policies to evict elements.

Workload Change Detection

With the modularity it is possible to set the more conservative approach run while

the parameters are not set. One way of doing re-learning is through phase change

detection mechanism. In this mechanism we leverage first order caching properties,

frequency and re-use distance, and second order caching properties successor pre-

dictability to detect phase change and automatically relearn the parameters. After

detecting phase change, performance is measured while parameters are re-learned

in the background, using separate virtual cache as shown in figure 3.6. If the pa-

rameters change significantly and affect performance for a period of time framework

automatically switches to a better performing instance.

The occurrence of changes in the distribution of elements in the access stream is

supported by the fact that users access the storage system at different rates and at

inconsistent intervals. As such changes can dramatically deteriorate the performance

of caching algorithms, there is a need of a mechanism to detect their occurrence

beforehand.

In the machine learning realm, the phenomenon of change in a data stream’s

distribution over time is referred to as concept drift (Tsymbal (2004); Gama et al.

(2004); Dries and Rückert (2009); Zliobaite (2010); Gama et al. (2014)). Concept

drift detection methods return signals once a drift is detected, or a warning signal

in case an upcoming drift is suspected so as to allow gathering of new data for re-

training the learning algorithm. There is a broad range of concept drift detectors

and Gama et al. (2014) categorizes them into four main groups: 1) detectors based

on statistical process control (Gama et al. (2004); Baena-Garćıa et al. (2006); Ross

et al. (2012)), 2) detectors based on the sequential analysis (Page (1954); Sebastiao

and Gama (2009); Fŕıas-Blanco et al. (2015)), 3) methods monitoring distributions of
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Figure 3.6: BeliefCache with multiple virtual caches

two different time windows (Bifet and Gavalda (2007)), and 4) contextual approaches

. For the purposes of detecting phase changes for BeliefCache, we utilize a concept

drift detector considered to be the representative of methods comparing two sliding

windows. Inspired by the simple, yet effective adaptive windowing technique (Bifet

and Gavalda (2007)), we employ this technique to serve as an underlying phase

change detection mechanism. As opposed to BeliefCache, the main advantage of the

adaptive windowing is the usage of two sliding windows to detect phase changes that

deteriorate the caching performance.

Namely, as new storage elements enter the access stream, the performance of

BeliefCache w.r.t. to a certain performance metric is monitored. In addition, a
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sliding window W of the n most recently measured performance metric values is

maintained. Moreover, W is partitioned into two sub-windows W0 and W1 of lengths

n0 and n1, respectively, such that n “ n0 ` n1. At timestep t, the data in each sub-

window is summarized and the sub-windows are compared in the following manner:

|µ̂W0 ´ µ̂W1 | ě εcut, (3.2)

where µ̂W0 and µ̂W1 are the averages of the performance metric values in the sub-

windows W0 and W1, respectively, while εcut is a threshold for their absolute differ-

ence.

The reasoning behind this adaptive windowing variant relies on detecting when-

ever two “large enough” sub-windows W0 and W1 of the window W exhibit averages

that are “distinct enough”. In such a case, it is assumed that their corresponding

expected values are different and therefore the older portion of the window W is

dropped. In other words, the window W of incoming elements grows until a change

is identified in the average value inside the window. For this purpose, a threshold

εcut is introduced. The value of εcut for a partition W0 ¨W1 is defined as

εcut “

c

2

m
¨ σ2

W ¨ ln
2

δ1
`

2

3m
ln

2

δ1
, (3.3)

where σ2
W is the observed variance of the performance metric values in W . The value

of m is calculated as the harmonic mean of the lengths of W0 and W1, i.e.

m “
1

1{n0 ` 1{n1

, (3.4)

while δ1 “ δ{n. Here, δ P p0, 1q represents a user-defined confidence value such that,

with probability of 1 ´ δ, the adaptive windowing algorithm shrinks W to W1, or

shorter than W1.

When the algorithm succeeds at finding two sub-windows with “distinct” aver-

ages, their split point is considered as an indication of a concept drift in the measured
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Figure 3.7: Hit rate without adaptation

stream. Essentially, by employing 3.2 as a way to measure the “dissimilarity” be-

tween W0 and W1 into the adaptive windowing framework, a phase change detection

mechanism can be introduced to BeliefCache.

Due to the presence of noise, finding a concept drift in a hit rate trend only (see

Figure 3.7) is not a sufficient indication that a drastic change of the workload has

occurred. We are therefore tracking the trend of multiple workload characteristics

affecting caching performance at the same time: first is the hit rate trend, second

is the trend of the average popularity (see Figure 3.8) of the elements currently in

cache. As noted in Section 3.2.2, frequency is the proxy for popularity and predictive

strength of the elements in the cache. Changes in the average frequency of an element

in the cache can be considered as an additional indication of changes in the workload.

Lastly, we observe the trend of recency (see Figure 3.9) of the elements in the cache.

Namely, we average the number of accesses that has passed since the last time an

element was previously requested for all requested elements over the period of time

in which we follow the trend of frequency and hit rate. If the average recency is high,
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Figure 3.8: Frequency rate trend

Figure 3.9: Recency rate trend

that would mean that new elements are added and potentially there are long term

correlations. On the contrary, if the average recency is low, that might indicate short
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive Windowing Algorithm at timestep t Bifet and Gavalda
(2007)

Ensure: ADWIN@t (sample ot, sliding window W )
1: W Ð W Y totu (i.e., add ot to the head of W )
2: repeat Drop elements from the tail of W

3: for every split of W into W “ W0 ¨W1

4: until |µ̂W0 ´ µ̂W1 | ě εcut

5: return µ̂W =0

Algorithm 2 Phase Change Detection at timestep t

Ensure: PCD@t (R
ptq
hrate, R

ptq
freq, R

ptq
rec)

1: PChrate Ð ADWIN@t (R
ptq
hrate, Whrate)

2: PCfreq Ð ADWIN@t (R
ptq
freq, Wfreq)

3: PCrec Ð ADWIN@t (R
ptq
rec, Wrec)

4: return PChrate && PCfreq && PCrec =0

to medium term correlations. Changes in average recency would indicate a change

in the workload characteristics.

Combination of concept drifts in all three (hit rate, frequency and recency) would

indicate a phase change. At each timestep t, this phase change detection is performed

and re-learning of the parameters of one of the virtual caches is triggered in case a

phase change was detected (see Algorithm 2; otherwise no action is taken. If 1) there

are no further phase changes detected and 2) the virtual cache that serves for re-

learning parameters improves the caching performance for a certain period of time;

then the virtual caches switch their roles. The algorithmic description of this online

learning procedure is outlined in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Online Learning Via Phase Change Detection

1: Initialize windows Whrate, Wfreq, Wrec

2: Initialize timer
3: for each t ą 0
4: calculate R

ptq
hrate, R

ptq
freq, R

ptq
rec

5: phaseChange Ð PCD@t (R
ptq
hrate, R

ptq
freq, R

ptq
rec)

6: if phaseChange ““ True

7: re-learn the virtual cache parameters

8: start timer
9: else

10: if timer runs out and performance improves

11: switch virtual caches

12: else

13: no action taken =0

3.2.3 Experimental Setup and Results

In order to show the characteristics of our framework we have built a simulator

in which we implemented our algorithm along with algorithms that we intend to

compare to, Tombolo (SARC-GRAPH-AMP).

In the following sections, we first introduce evaluation measures in Section 3.2.3.

Section 3.2.3 contains the characteristics of the traces we worked with.

Characterization of the effects of user settable parameters, and decisions we made

are provided in Section 3.2.3.

All the experiments were performed on 2 6C Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v2

@ 2.60GHz with 128GB RAM. All code was written in Python 3 and later ported
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to C++11. Hereinafter, if not stated otherwise for the particular result, all the sizes

are relative to the number of unique objects in the trace.

Evaluation measures

We consider the following metrics.

(a) Hit ratio: Fraction of requests that have a cache hit over all the requested data

(same as fraction of requests that do not incur on-demand fetch latency).

(b) Used ratio: Fraction of objects inserted into cache that receive at least one

request before being kicked out.

(c) Insertion ratio (includes prefetch requests and demandfetch requests): Average

number of objects inserted per request.

Used ratio is used only to characterize the algorithm in the Section 3.2.3. The

important aspects of energy consumption are prefetching and demand fetching. That

part of energy consumption is directly proportional to insertion ratio.

Workloads

We focus on read requests since writes can largely be buffered locally in persistent

storage and flushed to remote system asynchronously. We used the trace using

only the FileName field to discriminate between what has been accessed, and used

TimeStamp, ElapsedTime, and ByteOffset for latency evaluation.

Microsoft Block IO Traces For our evaluation, we used Microsoft servers block

traces, available on the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) website 1.

The traces include Display Ad (DA), Microsoft Network (MSN), and Exchange Server

(ES), all collected in 2007-08 time frame.

1 http://iotta.snia.org/tracetypes/3
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The traces are primarily Disk IO (block level), File IO traces and represent the

original stream of access events already filtered through a cache.

SPEC SFS ’14 Workload The other workload we used is The Video Data

Acquisition (VDA), which is a part of SPEC-SFS (a file system benchmark). We

set up the cloud gateway file system, cloudfuse, which talks swift API to the Object

store and exposes the POSIX interface to the user. As an object store we set up

OpenStack on a single node.

The VDA streaming workload is the most appropriate for the edge context since

it simulates applications that store data acquired from individual devices such as

surveillance camera. Generally, the idea is to admit as many streams as possible

subject to bit rate and fidelity constraints. The workload consists of two entities,

VDA1 (data stream) and VDA2 (companion applications), each about 36 Mb/s.

VDA1 has 100% write access, VDA2 has mostly random read access.

Figure 3.10: DA Cumulative freq. dist.

VDI Workload The last workload we used is the Virtual Desktop Infrastru-

ture (VDI) workload which is produced by the LoginVSI tool specific to VDI. This
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workload was originally produced with the idea to establish the signature of the VM

workflow. There are several distinct phases in this workflow. Boot phase consists of

all reads of about 3GB per boot volume (90% reads). Login phase consists of 90%

writes and workload phase with read/write percentage dependent on the usage of

the VM. We considered access to a particular volume and offset as an access to the

object thus masking sequential access and making this workload look more like the

above described SPEC SFS VDA workload.

Workload Characteristics One of the important characteristics of the work-

load is the storage elements’ popularity distribution. We calculated this as a CFD

(Cumulative Frequency Distribution) of a number of accesses to unique storage el-

ements, sorted by access rate in a descending order. Figure 3.10 shows the storage

element popularity distribution for the DA workload, but all other popularity dis-

tributions look almost the same. The x-axis represents the fraction of the number

of unique storage elements, while the y-axis represents the cumulative popularity of

the storage elements. It can be observed that a relatively small percentage of the

number of unique objects is accessed frequently for all traces.

Note that all further evaluations were done for different real cache sizes ranging

typically (in terms of number of 16kB blocks) from 10% to 30% of the number of

unique IO accesses in the workload which is less than 3% of the total number of

unique objects. The size of the virtual cache was varied between 1 to 100% of the

real cache size, as appropriate.

Another important characteristic of the workload is the discretized autocorrela-

tion function. It could show the retention time of objects and is calculated by incre-

menting a counter each time we encounter the same object being accessed for a given

lag value. The function is then plotted after normalization. Figures 3.11a, 3.11b,

and 3.11c show the discretized autocorrelation function for the workloads. x axis

represents the the time lag, while y axis represents the fraction of the number of
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unique objects that are repeatedly accessed after that lag. For DA it can be seen

that the same objects appear regularly with a short gap. MSN workload has very

similar characteristics to DA, which is why we are not showing it here. For ES a

medium-term “memory” is evident, i.e., a pattern persists for some time and then

doesn’t show up again. SPEC-SFS shows a truly short pattern and some long term

correlations, but they are all rather weak.

(a) DA (b) ES (c) CorrHPE

Figure 3.11: Discretized Autocorrelation for a) DA, b) ES, and c) SPEC SFS

BeliefCache Characteristics

In this section we discuss BeliefCache characteristics and how internal parameters

affect the behaviour of our algorithm. Note that our end goal is to have an adaptive

algorithm after the parameters are learned.

General Trends: We noticed that, with the available different workloads ex-

hibiting different short medium and long-term correlations general trends were sim-

ilar except that peaks and valleys were at slightly different points in the graph.

BeliefCache vs. Fixed Degree Prefetching: BeliefCache, for all of the work-

loads we measured, significantly outperforms cache management algorithms similar

to BeliefCache where the prefetching policy fixes the number of objects to prefetch.

Internal parameters: The way the parameters are tuned during training is as

follows. For each parameter, the value that causes the ratio of hit over insertion to

be maximum is chosen. In other words we want our algorithm to provide as good of
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a hit rate as possible, while keeping the data movement minimal. For the workloads

we examined it is sufficient, and algorithm delivers what it promises during the

validation.

Parameters are tuned individually so as to reduce the complexity of the training.

Tuning the parameters together is possible through the application of randomized

optimization algorithm thus finding parameter points that give better results.

Note that, while our algorithm continues to update the probability values during

both training and testing, we only learn the values of internal parameters during the

training phase.

Training Size: In general there exists a common learning curve for every prob-

lem that involves learning. It assumes a low accuracy at the beginning, increase for

some period of time and the saturation point. We noticed a lack of common learning

curve dependency for Microsoft traces. That could be explained by the fact that our

algorithm needs a small amount of data to produce good results, or that for these

workloads the amount of training data is not a significant parameter. For SPECSFS

trace there is a lot to learn and bigger training sizes are needed.

Cache Candidate Size: Cache candidate size does not affect the virtual cache

computation time. However, care must be taken in choosing the appropriate cache

candidate size. With an extremely small cache candidate size no significant prefetch

takes place. On reaching a suitably high cache candidate size Hit Rate peaks and

then remains stagnant with further increase in cache candidate size since what ends

up being examined as a cache candidate are the elements with lower belief values.

Voter Size: Contrary to what one would expect the Hit Rate peaks initially

and then dips with further increase in voter size. One would expect the prediction

accuracy to improve with the increase in number of voters. However, with increase

in the voter size, potentially, the elements with less temporal locality to the current

object (further away from it) might boost the belief of the wrong potential cache
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candidate element. A large voter size is undesirable since a larger voter size increases

the probability calculation overhead. Therefore, the best choice of voter size will be

a smaller quantity, in fact having a larger voter size is counter-productive.

Look-ahead History Window Size: With the increase in the window size,

Hit Rate is initially small until a peak is reached. Further on, the trend is again

descending. The reason why this takes place is that, with the increase in the window

size more elements come up in the window of an object and thereby the probabilities

get diluted. As a result, the probabilities do not get to be sufficiently large in order

for the elements to be prefetched in to the cache. Observing the time for computation

with varying look-ahead history window sizes which steadily increases, it is evident

that the best choice of look-ahead history window size should also be a smaller

quantity.

Belief Threshold: As we already mentioned, belief threshold is the minimal

belief that the object should have in order to be considered to be put in the cache. For

the workloads we explored, this parameter proves to have a high value in protecting

the cache from cache pollution. We expect that overprotecting the cache might hurt

the performance.

Hit rate peaks initially and then dips with further increase in belief threshold.

That means we should have a certain belief formed about the objects before we try

to put them in the cache. It is also noticeable that after a certain point increasing

the belief hurts the performance. Lower belief threshold recommends more irrel-

evant prefetch elements, which explains the low initial Used Ratio. With higher

belief threshold, the algorithm becomes more conservative about the elements to be

prefetched. This in turn leads to lesser insertions, and thus directly affecting the Hit

Rate.

Tests also showed that the choice of belief threshold does not cause a variation

in the average computation time per IO access in the virtual cache. Thus, the best
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choice of belief threshold will be workload specific.

BeliefCache Evaluation

Evaluation of the algorithm is done in comparison with Tombolo (SARC-GRAPH-

AMP) in several stages. The most important requirement, the ability to address

complex patterns is addressed first. Subsequently, in this section we evaluate the

speed of the adjustment. We expect that the framework which better adjusts to the

variations in the workload is better able to reduce the tail latency. Throughout the

experiments both Tombolo and our framework had about the same execution times.

(a) DA (b) ES (c) MSN

Figure 3.12: BeliefCache vs. Tombolo hit rate for a) DA, b) ES, & c) MSN

Evaluation with Complex Patterns: We compare the performance of Belief-

Cache against the Tombolo scheme. In Figs 3.12a, 3.12b, 3.12c, and 3.13 we show

how hit ratio depends on varying the cache size. In all figures, x axis represents

the cache size as fraction of the number of unique objects and y axis the hit rate.

Different line colors represent different prefetching policies. As expected, both al-

gorithms perform better on larger cache on the workloads we examined. For the

traces that exhibit random access patterns and short to medium-term correlations

it can be seen that BeliefCache is slightly better than Tombolo, but differences are

not significant. For the trace which exhibit complex access patterns and long-term

correlations BeliefCache is significantly better than Tombolo. Differences could be

explained by the decisions to keep the graph manageable and ignore long chains of
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repeated accesses made in parts of Tombolo that should address the random access

patterns.

Figure 3.13: BeliefCache vs. Tombolo

Adjustment to the variations in the workload: Finally, we evaluate the

ability of BeliefCache to adjust to changes in the workload and compare the speed

of adjustment to Tombolo.

To do this we have divided traces in two parts. One remains untouched and the

other is perturbated. On untouched part we train both algorithms. We measure the

hit rate on the perturbated part which is changed on the following way. We kept

the same access pattern but changed the objects which exhibit it. For example, if

the accesses to objects were 1 7 1 7, we changed it to 2 8 2 8. Therefore, everything

that our algorithm has learned from previous accesses should be changed to adjust

to perturbation. Since the access patterns remain the same, both algorithms should

at some point recover the measured hit rate on that part before the perturbation.

For all the examined workloads BeliefCache recovers the previous hit rate 2 times

faster than Tombolo. As the experiment shows BeliefCache quickly adopts to the
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new workload and converges to the old hit rate result, requiring only a small fraction

of the new test set to make the adjustment. On the other hand Tombolo’s prefetching

has a slight upward slope as it is going through the trace. This implies a rigidity of

the structure that is being created as part of the relationship it has created between

different objects in the trace.

Phase Change Detection Evaluation

We used four workloads that exhibit random and complex access patterns. Using

BeliefCache without the phase change detector, training on one part of the workload

and testing on an unseen part of the workload, we have already established a hit rate

in the range of 56% to 85%. In the following sections, we provide the characteristics

of the traces we worked with.

In our experiments we have utilized the observations that workloads exhibit dif-

ferent behavior and that BeliefCache parameters obtained through training were

consequently different. Another observation is that throughout the workload differ-

ent groups of objects were among the most used objects. This did not necessarily

lead to the phase change the way we defined it, even though the hit rate did change

as a consequence of the change of the working set. Our final observation was that

we are able to obtain good results; however, the framework seems to be sensitive to

the parameter settings. When the same workload is perturbed, we are able to adapt

and the required action would be to inherit training, not belief values. In cases of

drastic changes in the workload or facing a completely different workload, the re-

quired action would be to retrain. In the next section, we explain the experiments

and discuss the experimental results.

Phase Change Detection Experiments: In the first set of experiments, we

have introduced the phenomenon of phase change. A phase change was introduced by

having a certain number of events from one workload followed by a certain number
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of events from a different workload. In the second set of experiments, we do not

introduce a phase change, but run the workload as is and try to find out whether

our framework identifies a phase change and how well it adapts to it.

In particular, in the first set of experiments, we have 10,000 events from one

workload followed by 10,000 events from the same workload and additional 10,000

from a different workload one after the other.

Figure 3.14: Hit rate without adaptation

The hit rate was measured on the period covering the last 20,000 events. We

have compared the measured hit rate to the hit rate obtained when the workloads

were separately considered (10,000 events following 10,000 events from the same

workload). In Figure 3.14, we can see the decrease in hit rate in case the phase

change is not detected compared to Figure 3.15 - a scenario in which the phase

change is detected and reacted upon.

In the second set of experiments, we have the following setup: the first baseline

is obtained when original BeliefCache has been initially trained and hit rate mea-

sured on the remainder of the entire workload; the second baseline is obtained by
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Figure 3.15: Hit rate with adaptation

training original BeliefCache immediately before the upcoming 10,000 event work-

load throughout the entire workload after the initial training. Finally, the proposed

framework is tested on how well it improves the first baseline. Another measure of

success is in what percentage of time the proposed framework was able to achieve

the hit rate of the second baseline.

Phase Change Detection Discussion

From the first set of experiments, in which we artificially introduced a phase

change by mixing different workloads, the phase change was detected each time

it occurred. Upon detection, the proposed framework was able to adapt to the

new workload by switching to the better performing instance of the virtual caches.

However, the caching performance improvement seemed to be sensitive to the initial

parameter values and the lag due to the hit rate sampling.

The second set of experiments suggests that, although the proposed framework

was able to detect phase changes as they occur, the reliability of the adaptation to
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new workload characteristics is yet to be improved. More precisely, once a phase

change is detected, a long period might be needed to achieve a significant improve-

ment in the caching performance.

One of the other ways to address the phase change is to leverage local vs. global

information. Local information through belief exploits locality of data entity. Global

information would exploit group locality i.e. when interest in one group of entities

wanes while the interest in other group of entities rises. In any grouping or the

situation with several levels, we could bias lower level caching algorithm based on

the upper level beliefs. In the other direction, context could include the meta-belief

to guide decisions and connect different use cases and/or multiple sets of beliefs.

After we introduce the implementation of BeliefCache in a real environment in next

section we discuss grouping, correlations and heat prediction in more details in a

subsequent section.

3.2.4 Implementing BeliefCache in Ceph

Ceph Overview

Ceph is a modern distributed object storage backend which can support several

different interfaces to store and retrieve data to/from a single cluster. A client can

access the data in form of objects, blocks or filesystem. Based on what kinds of access

it needs the client is named as RADOS (Reliable Autonomic Distributed Object

Store) gateway client, rbd client or cephfs client respectively. The wide acceptance

of Ceph by the storage community is due to Ceph’s scalability. As a result, many

cloud storage service providers are adopting Ceph. Additionally, as Ceph is an open

source software, we choose Ceph as a platform for our caching mechanism.

The architecture of Ceph is quite complex and the description of the detailed

architecture is out of the scope of this paper. However, for familiarity with the

Ceph-specific vocabulary, we will briefly cover the overall architecture of Ceph here.
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Ceph stores everything in terms of objects in the RADOS layer. All clients

whether block device client or cephfs ultimately interact with the objects of the

RADOS layer. The Ceph filesystem is built on top of that underlying abstraction

- file data is striped over objects. Likewise, for a block device abstraction, each

volume/image is made up of several different objects. Finally, the objects are placed

onto the real storage nodes. Beyond the storage nodes, there are other nodes as well

in a Ceph cluster.

A Ceph cluster is constituted of four types of nodes (1) Ceph object service

daemon (Ceph-osd), (2) Ceph monitor (ceph-mon), (3) Ceph manager (Ceph-mgr)

and (4) Ceph metadata server (Ceph-mds). Ceph-osd(s) are responsible for storing

data, handles replication, recovery, re-balancing and sending monitoring information

to the monitor nodes. The monitoring information is composed of health-related

information of the neighboring nodes. A Ceph-mon is a critical entity and losing

the hold of the monitor will destroy the cluster. So it is always encouraged to have

more than one monitor nodes for redundancy purposes. A monitor node maintains

maps of the cluster state which includes the monitor map, manager map, the OSD

map, and the CRUSH map. Maps are important for communication across different

Ceph daemons. A monitor is also responsible for authentication between various

daemons and clients. A Ceph manager daemon keeps track of runtime metrics and the

current state of the Ceph cluster - storage utilization, current performance metrics,

and system load. A Ceph Metadata Server stores metadata on behalf of the Ceph

Filesystem (Ceph Block Device backend and Ceph Object Storage backend do not

use MDS). This allows POSIX file system users to execute commands without placing

an enormous burden on the Ceph Storage Cluster. Furthermore, these are basically

the roles assigned to any node, for example, one physical node can play the role of

an osd and mon node simultaneously.

Other than the above physical entities there are a few important logical entities
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present in a Ceph cluster. They are the pool, placement groups (PG) and CRUSH

with CRUSH map. In a system with millions of objects, storing metadata on a per-

object basis is computationally expensive. Placement groups are meant to remove

that barrier and provide performance and scalability. A Placement Group (PG)

aggregates a set of objects into a group and maps it to a series of OSDs. It is

basically a collection of objects for which Ceph stores the metadata.

Ceph stores objects in logical storage pools. A pool is made up of several place-

ment groups(PGs). The definition of the pool dictates how many PGs are mapped

to that pool. For resilience purposes, a pool is either replicated or erasure-coded.

The definition also includes the replication factor and/or the level of erasure coding

applied to any object stored in the pool. When data is stored in a pool, a CRUSH

ruleset mapped to the pool enables CRUSH to identify a rule for the placement of

the object and its replicas (or chunks for erasure-coded pools) in the cluster.

Ceph uses an algorithm called CRUSH (Controlled Replication Under Scalable

Hashing) that determines how to store and retrieve data using computation given the

CRUSH map. The CRUSH map depicts the underlying physical organization of the

storage cluster in a hierarchical structure where the lowest level of the hierarchy holds

the real data stores or the osds. The other levels of the hierarchy split the cluster

at different domains, for example – datacenter, room, row, rack, host etc. A client

issued write-request creates a new object and hashes it to a placement group. Then

CRUSH decide on which physical osds in the pool to store the PG. There is no real

metadata search needed for a client to store and retrieve data to/from cluster i.e. it

allows a client to communicate with OSDs directly rather than through a centralized

server/broker. By replacing central lookup with simple algorithm CRUSH avoids the

single point of failure and performance bottleneck. The entire mechanism provides

Ceph with enormous scalability.
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Implementing BeliefCache

We implement client-side caching for the Ceph block device client. Under the block

device abstraction, everything is still treated in terms of object. Most of our effort

has been spent in understanding the architecture, building the cluster, developing

familiarity with the Ceph binaries and finally integrating our stand-alone caching

module into Ceph, without harming the existing working principle of Ceph. As it is

a very complex system there are many different challenges that we have had to face

during different phases of development.

We use the Ceph development cluster, popularly called “vstart”, and the rbd

client node. The development cluster has three mon nodes, one mgr node, two

mds which are in standby mode and three active osds. There are three pools and

91 placement groups (PGs) on those three OSDs. At the client end, the mounted

volume from the cluster is of the default size 128GB and constructed of 4M objects

underneath.

In the following, we describe the different steps that we went through in imple-

menting Belief Cache in Ceph.

Step 1: Finding the right way to mount a volume to the client: There

are two common ways for Ceph block device clients to access volumes/images -

one through the kernel driver (KRBD) and another through a user-space library

(librbd). The former uses Linux page cache for caching so integration of our own

caching module becomes difficult when the block device is mounted using the kernel.

We wanted to access Ceph images using librbd which has support for both (1) a

low-level object caching and (2) a high-level caching interface available to intercept

the I/O path with just its APIs. But with librbd we cannot mount a volume, we

must map it to a virtualizer such as qemu/KVM. Thus we choose the other option

which is rbd-nbd. rbd-nbd maps an rbd image to a network block device (NBD),
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allowing access to the image as a regular local block device. By using rbd-nbd we can

both mount the volume and use the caching module of the librbd user-space library.

Step 2: Which librbd caching option to use? There are two caching options

available in librbd. We choose the so called high-level interface with the APIs to

integrate our caching policy. The low-level cache interface, called objectcacher, is

used by librbd to cache objects and the extents inside an object (an object can be

as big as 32M, so caching the entire object in the client might not be useful). The

same caching module is used by the cephfs client and so changing anything might

cause problems for the cephfs client.

Step 3: How to efficiently cache variable sized requests? We have chosen

the librbd image cache to integrate our caching policy into Ceph. The cache is

initialized as the block device is mounted on the client. Since we intercept the

asynchronous request coming from the client, here is how we split the complete I/O

path of the request:

(1) After receiving the request we split the request into equal size chunks. In

order to avoid duplicate item caching, and unnecessary data caching, we align each

request to a fixed chunk size. Neither the ceph client nor the cluster is aware of

the chunking and it is internally handled by the caching module. For example, if

the chunks are 1K in size and a read request comes for 4K starting from a 2000

offset then the request will get translated into a request of the following chunks -

1K, 2K, 3k, 4k, and 5K. The cache chunking also aids with eviction as the caching

granularity is set as the chunk size.

(2) The single asynchronous I/O request is split into many small requests and

sent to the cache inside the same single request. The cache checks for availability of

any of the data pertaining to any chunk inside the request. If data is found in the

cache then that chunk is dropped from the request to the storage cluster.

(3) As the request is serviced by the cluster the data buffers pertaining to the
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requested chunks are returned to the cache and stored. The cache then assembles

the final result from both the existing cached data and server provided data, and

return to the client.

Step 4: How to issue a prefetching request from the cache to the

server? Other than the real data cache our implementation has a separate virtual

cache which keeps tracks of the requests being made by the client and processes

the request pattern to instruct the real cache what to prefetch in advance to reduce

compulsory misses.

As per our knowledge, there is no I/O path that does not start from the block

device client. However, while fulfilling the client requests we store the request history

to be asynchronously processed by a separate work queue. This work queue performs

the virtual cache calculations and generates a list of elements to be prefetched. From

here we are able to successfully issue asynchronous requests to the storage server to

prefetch data into the real cache without the knowledge of the client.

In spite of the numerous difficulties, we have nearly completed our implementation

of BeliefCache, but there is scope for further enhancements that we plan to continue

working on. Our plan is to include this implementation into the Ceph release to

contribute to the open source community.

3.3 Grouping and Correlations

The other set of locality exploitation techniques is grouping. Grouping could be used

as a way to address scalability of caching algorithms since groups can be thought

of as pseudo-applications, so that we only need to apply resource demanding data

driven techniques within these pseudo-applications. Grouping could be structural

(e.g. Block, Object/File, Groups of files, etc.), or based on detailed entity access

history (Wildani and Miller (2016))

The notion of provenance is useful as another aspect of context in data driven
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mechanisms for grouping. Provenance is the metadata that represents the history

or lineage of a data entity, its use, derivation and updates. This provides impor-

tant semantic information about the data (Bertino et al. (2014); Liu et al. (2015)).

Provenance information can improve belief calculation, and potentially reduce the

analytics overhead and improve decision making; however, collecting, maintaining,

and using the provenance information itself involves substantial overhead. Thus a

difficult and open problem is to characterize what provenance information should be

collected and maintained so that it can lead to overall benefit in analytics.

Additional aspects of context that could be used for grouping and caching come

from what we call as “I/O slicing” and is defined as an executable subset of the

entire program that does only those IOs that are needed to decide all other IOs and

only that part of program logic that is relevant for IOs. The IO slice can be run in

parallel with the main program and because it is potentially much smaller, it can

thus aid IO prediction. IO slice is useful if it does much less IOs as compared to the

actual program. The challenge is in analyzing, learning and deciding which parts

of program logic are relevant for IOs. Techniques developed by (Chen et al. (2008);

Smowton (2014)) use IO slicing in parallel applications and show promising results

in reducing IO access latency.

3.3.1 Heat prediction

Finally, data popularity often described as “heat”, is another aspect of context that

could be used to group data entities. It is rarely the case that certain data remains

“hot” or popular all the time; instead, the popularity varies over time, and the

challenge is to predict the popularity or “heat” both in spatial and temporal terms.

This could be developed using a two-pronged data driven approach. The first is to

determine the currently running tasks which allow us to determine the regions that

commonly get accessed and the intensity of those accesses when specific tasks run.
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The second approach is to develop predictive models that use the current access

pattern to predict future data accesses. Heat prediction could be used for guiding

caching decisions, grouping of the entities and as a part of data movement control

mechanisms that we will discuss in the next sections.

Our work in bio-medical domain Ghalwash et al. (2015, 2012) could be applied

to the first approach in heat prediction. Using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) in

HMM/SVM hybrid model we would be able to generate possible states of the system

and using Support Vectore Machine (SVM) classify as early as possible and with

given confidence which state the system is in. We are currently working on applying

a similar approach to identify the task that is currently running in a system.

To address a growing number of scalability issues we have been using the meta-

heuristics and parallelization approaches we developed working on p-center location

and bin packing optimization problems (Teodorovic et al. (2010); Davidovic et al.

(2010, 2011); Davidović et al. (2011); Davidovic et al. (2013); Crainic et al. (2014)).
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CHAPTER 4

PROXIMITY OPTIMIZATION ISSUES

Although the computing technology has achieved tremendous gain in speed over the

last few decades, the enhancements have been uneven in that computation speed has

increased much more than the storage or communications capacity. At the same time,

the data continues to grow. Consequently, data movement is becoming relatively slow

and less energy efficient than computation on a per byte basis; the increase in data

size further adds to this imbalance. Consequently, minimizing data movement is key

to high performance and energy efficiency in data intensive applications. This can be

approached by employing proximity optimization in two ways: (a) fetching the most

needed data closest to CPU (or the highest level of the storage hierarchy) just in

time for its use, and (b) embedding intelligence into the storage infrastructure itself

to minimize fetching of unnecessary data. A lot of work in storage systems relating

to data caching, tiering, and placement is geared towards (a) and direct or indirect

attempts to segregate data items by their popularity. Given the large amounts of

data required by data intensive applications, it is usually not possible to move the

data around significantly in its lowest tier after the initial placement. Therefore,

initial placement of data in the lowest tier is crucial. Tiering will generally move a
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small subset of this data to higher tiers. We discuss initial placement and tiering

in the next two subsections. The idea of intelligent storage, though very old, is less

developed but is lately getting much attention, and is discussed subsequently.

4.1 Initial Placement of Data

Proximity optimization for initial data placement is especially important when the

working data set is too big to transfer (e.g., not enough space in the faster tier thus

requiring cache-like treatment), takes too long to transfer relative to computation

time, or requires kicking out the data of other applications. This requires a data

driven mechanism to decide what data to initially place in the lowest tier such that

smaller pieces of it could be brought to the faster tier at the right time. This is

a very different problem than straight caching - knowledge of the application is

essential, including data usage, and the granularity at which it would be used. In

other words we need accompanying interpretable information concerning the data.

That information would help with caching and tiering as well, as we could use the

same information to move data to higher storage tiers (prefetching) move smaller

amounts of data up and down a storage hierarchy and initially move data to lower

storage tiers (data placement).

Initial data placement should consider data driven data movement across different

types of devices based on both device characteristics (Shen et al. (2018)) and access

characteristics (He et al. (2011)). Placement decisions are generally at a much coarser

granularity than caching since after initial placement movement requires writeback

of all of the data upon eviction, instead of just the modified part. In order to drive

adequate decisions related to high performance data access, belief as an aspect of the

context for placement may be distinct, but related to the belief for caching. It refers

to the probability that object should or should not be at a particular location the

length of time for which it will be at the location relative to the cost of migration.
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Therefore, potential aspects of context are related to time and space, i.e. we should

understand when will the storage element be needed and how long, and how much

affinity there is towards a certain location. To start addressing data placement,

assuming that we have all the information about the application, context should

include the answers to the following questions:a) What else should be here, at the

same node? b) Is the coexistence the relevant question? c) Could we also ask what

should not be coexistent? d) Which information would prove relevant? e) What

would belief, or which aspect of context be there? f) Which of the multiple static

patterns will be there? (e.g. we know A, B or C, D, E but we don’t know which)

4.2 Tiering

Proximity optimization for tiering (Chiu et al. (2016); Cano et al. (2017); Weekly

(2018); Ramljak and Kant (2017)) is different from data placement as tiering concerns

the movements of appropriate amounts of data throughout the storage hierarchy.

Efficient management of storage tiers (Chiu et al. (2016); Cano et al. (2017); Weekly

(2018); Ramljak and Kant (2017)) is a well-known problem of increasing importance

driven by enormous growth of data and evolving storage technologies. The goal of

this research is to explore a unified tier management mechanism that goes beyond

the popular “heat map” based mechanisms (Cano et al. (2017); Weekly (2018)) , and

considers access relationships across the entities, suggests suitable physical grouping

of related entities, and considers the storage technology characteristics (e.g., write

amplification and endurance).

Identifying optimal tier from the perspective of high performance data access

would ultimately lead to reduced data movement and overall performance improve-

ments. The optimal tier for data depends on several aspects of context that go

beyond data access frequency and size. When we can classify the entities according

to their throughput, latency, or other requirements or can relate them to applica-
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tions, we can exploit this information in assigning the optimal tier. In this case, we

can rely on similar aspects of the context as caching and form beliefs across entities

of the same class rather than all entities. Furthermore, knowledge about the stabil-

ity or persistence of access patterns to various entities is also important for tiering,

since optimal tiering is not worthwhile for accesses related to short-lived or irregular

applications. We must consider the IO bandwidth and latency impacts of proposed

data movement. This should bias decisions towards monitoring the entity accesses

for some time before considering a movement to address stability issue and tradeoff

between accuracy and timeliness. Another aspect of context – utility and utility

maximization type of approach to drive these decisions could be explored.

There are several general principles for data movement and placement. With

multiple tiers, the definition of belief BW pX, Y q that we had for data driven caching

remains unchanged. In order to decouple tiering from DRAM caching, we assume

that a “request” here may be either a demand or a prefetch request from the DRAM

perspective. Assuming strict tiering, both X and Y must be located in exactly one

tier, say i and j. Then we can identify the following general principles for data

movement and placement. If BW pX, Y q remains high, and we consider moving X to

another tier, we should also consider moving Y to the same tier as well. The move-

ment decision for X itself will depend on BW pX,Xq, and the single/group movement

based on other aspects such as available space, tiering related IO bandwidth, device

characteristics, etc. If both BW pX, Y q and BW pY,Xq are high, it means that placing

them physically adjacent on the same tier is beneficial. This consolidation should

be considered both during inter-tier moves of X and Y and when sustained access

to them is observed while they are already at their optimal tier. Note that if this

consolidation attempt would perturb adjacency with respect to another item, say Z,

it should be performed only if both BW pX,Zq and BW pY, Zq are low, so that there

is a net gain in adjacency. With multiple tiers, there is also the issue whether we
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should allow arbitrary tier hopping or restrict an item to move only to an adjacent

tier. The advantage of adjacent move is a more orderly behavior and less chance

for instabilities, but at the cost of greater data movement and slower convergence to

optimal tier. For example, if we do a coordinated movement of X and Y , it may be

better to put them directly either in X’s tier or Y ’s tier.

The beliefs are useful not only to effect a coordinated move of related entities

across the tiers but also to locate them physically close together. Here we assume

a strict tiering scenario for simplicity, meaning that an entity lives in exactly one

tier at a time. (Highly used entities may still be cached into the highest tier, and

such caching could itself be belief based; however, we mentioned that we discuss

only individual techniques). The goal of the strict tiering is to dynamically direct

each entity to its most appropriate or “Optimal” tier subject to the following con-

straints: a) Constraint on the fraction of IO capacity of each device used for tiering.

b) Constraints on IO latency and/or IO throughput requirements specified at a suit-

able level (overall or types of entities, whenever possible.) c) Endurance and write

amplification related constraints for SSDs (or other NVRAM technologies).

In applying this approach to the tier management, we need to answer the following

key research questions: a) How do we define a low-overhead mechanism for each

entity to continually seek its “Optimal tier” subject to the above constraints? b) How

do we design a belief-based data movement mechanism that can achieve a desired

tradeoff between the accuracy of estimating the optimal tier and the speed of locating

the entity there? c) How do we exploit the beliefs for dynamically improving the

physical data grouping?

4.3 Computation Near Data

Traditionally, storage devices have been considered as passive elements that simply

store/retrieve the requested data. However, as the complexity of storage devices has
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increased, so did their intelligence in managing IO and the device. For example,

SSDs need an embedded processor to manage out-of-place writes, wear leveling, and

garbage collection. Since nearly all of the emerging storage technologies are “solid

state”, it is easy to integrate computing with storage; hence a substantial recent

interest in making the storage even more intelligent by allowing some processing,

which could range from simple filtering to arbitrary code execution. While the notion

of intelligent disk is somewhat old (Keeton et al. (1998)), a considerable amount of

research exists on the subject under “active-storage” (Xie et al. (2016)).

The object storage model can be thought of as an intelligent storage in that

the objects are not simply blobs of data but have associated metadata describing

the object and access control handles. The metadata can be used to encode the

semantics of the objects and hence their efficient access. Two recent examples of

embedding processing in object storage are the Oasis system at UC/Santa-Cruz (Xie

et al. (2016)) and at U/Conn (Runde et al. (2012)). The kinetic drives recently

introduced by Seagate provide a key-value (KV) interface and can do some key

related processing. Ma and Reddy (2003) present another form of intelligent storage

that presents different “views” much like a database does.

Traditionally, active storage techniques have been proposed to move computation

tasks to storage nodes in order to exploit data locality. However, this introduces

the side effect that the computing can only scale out with the number of storage

nodes. Also, sharing the compute power of the storage device/server can produce

interference in the storage system. An alternate technique offered in Sampé et al.

(2017) is to allow users to create small, stateless functions that intercept and operate

on data flows. However, this disaggregated processing alters the original vision of the

storage system doing the processing. Data driven approach is necessary to address

all the complexities.

There are several other challenges as well. Foremost among these are interlinked
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issues of flexibility and security. Allowing arbitrary code to be loaded into storage

devices brings in many security vulnerabilities and makes it difficult to manage the

functionality. A device that can do arbitrary computation on the data before re-

turning or storing it no longer has the simple read/write interface and complicates

consistency, recovery, space management, metadata management, etc. In contrast,

well-defined and possibly standardized set of data operations implemented inside the

storage system are easier to verify, secure and manage, but limit flexibility in pro-

cessing potentially resulting in additional overhead in matching programmer’s intent

with storage provided functions.
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CHAPTER 5

DATA REDUCTION ISSUES

5.1 Redundancy Removal

Challenges created by high performance data access exacerbate a need for increased

data storage capacities and could be overcome with data reduction techniques such as

compression and deduplication. (Kaur et al. (2018)) provide a systematic review of

data deduplication techniques for efficient cloud storage management. The capacity

impact of both lossless compression and deduplication is highly dependent on the

underlying data being accessed. Furthermore, both can have a positive effect on

performance, but significant processing requirements could overshadow the benefits.

We would like to make more data driven decisions that could involve intelligent

deduplication.

Current approaches do not take into account semantic deduplication, such as

avoiding different variations of the same object. For example an object and a com-

pressed version of that object represent the same underlying entity and determining

whether it is worth the savings, to perform these checks and determine what form

to store the data in, is a function that includes the computational cost of on the
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fly conversion of these entities. Another variation of this approach, as a potential

to provide high performance data access is considering the approximate version of

these objects. For example multimedia files may be stored in their highest quality or

may be stored in such a fashion where the highest quality version plus other quality

version can be derived or sent to the clients based on the needs of the client. This

process could take into account the load and the expected access patterns of these

to do any necessary precomputing. The line of research for this class of application

should consider onboard processing of the storage devices.

5.2 Data Filtering

Data filtering could be applied whenever further data reduction is needed or is pos-

sible. Data filtering includes data summarization, lossy compression, or statistical

reduction of data when accuracy-speed tradeoff is involved, learning application needs

for semantic compression of data, or prestaging of data for latency sensitive applica-

tions.

Data summarization assumes that original data is generally not possible to re-

cover, but we have important information summarized. By lossy compression we

don’t assume that some data will be lost. Performing either data summarization or

lossy compression, we could keep all the data on a slow tier and based on context

decide what compression mechanism to perform and which statistical characteristics

to keep on a faster tier. The specific issues to consider are a) What information do

we need to keep in current use case? b) How do we represent this information?, and

c) What are the potential ways of compressing the information and the potential

trade-off between accuracy and compression?

There are two aspects that need to be considered in order to devise a scalable

compression mechanism. The first aspect is suitable compression mechanism for a

segment of data that we want to keep, where a segment could be defined as a relatively
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long period over which the same amount of compression would be desirable. Such

techniques are discussed in the literature under the area of time series approximation

and representation (Imani et al. (2018)). In our recent work (Ramljak et al. (2018b))

we considered pattern mining based compression of IoT data, method that preserves

the information about the sequence of events.

The second aspect is how we vary compression over successive data segments.

For example, each segment may represent one year’s worth of data, and as we go

into the past, we use more compression. In such techniques, the compression is not

homogeneous, rather heterogeneous across time. Palpanas et al. (2004); Gandhi et al.

(2010) have modeled such aspects as “amnesic” functions, that represent recent data

with better precision than the past.

Aspect of context that could be used for data filtering should partly be similar

to belief used in caching, but compression itself related aspects of context should

be about how redundant the data is. This could be also viewed as generalization

of caching, where it is no longer about what data should be stored, but what rep-

resentation of the data should be stored. This depends on the constraints of the

environment, but mostly on the application requirements.

5.2.1 Pattern Mining Based Compression of IoT Data

The vision of the Internet of Things is that individual objects of everyday life can be

equipped with sensors which can track useful information about these objects, and

allow for their intelligent collective control to enable rich services to the society at

a low cost and energy footprint. The variety of such “smart” devices continues to

expand, and includes wirelessly connected cameras, medical implants for healthcare,

smart household appliances, personal/wearable devices, autonomous cars, sophisti-

cated safety-critical systems such as nuclear plants, etc. (Gubbi et al. (2013); Rose

et al. (2015)). With smart city initiatives in full swing across the world, it is ex-
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pected that IoT devices will pervade all major systems in a city. Gartner says that

there were 6.4 billion connected devices in 2016 (van der Meulen (2017)), while the

predicted increase is 30% in 2017 that will result in 8.4 billion connected devices at

the end of this year.

The key to the power of the IoT paradigm is the ability to provide real-time

operational data from many different distributed sources to other machines, smart

entities, and people for a variety of services. One major challenge is that the under-

lying data from different resources are extremely heterogeneous, can be very noisy,

and are usually very large scale and distributed. Furthermore, it is hard for other

entities to use the data effectively, without a clear description of what is available for

processing. In order to enable effective use of this very heterogeneous and distributed

data, provenance information is required to describe the data in a sufficiently intu-

itive way so that it becomes more easily usable. Provenance is the metadata that

describes the origin and history of data use, derivation, and updates. Such infor-

mation can be highly valuable for assessing the relevance, granularity, quality, and

trustworthiness of the data or operations on it. Provenance as a subject has gained

high visibility, and a number of provenance-related aspects have been explored, in-

cluding capturing and managing provenance, building efficient queries, provenance

storage, and security (Sultana and Bertino (2015); Bachour et al. (2015))

By using the provenance information we could substantially reduce the data an-

alytics overhead and improve the resulting quality. In the context of IoT systems,

the provenance data can be thought of as the time and location stamped history

of all events including reporting of sensor data and all actuation events. Recently,

there have been attempts at developing an architectural model to overcome the rising

challenges resulting from implementation of Data Provenance in the IoT (Bauer and

Schreckling (2013)) and addressing security and privacy issues of Data Provenance

in the IoT (Aman et al. (2017)). The data that includes both the raw data and its
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provenance is of interest to us in this paper. There might be additional provenance

or other information regarding the devices, actuators, and controllers themselves,

but that is not of direct interest here.

In addition to the real-time insights, it is desirable to glean lower frequency or

even historical insights from the underlying provenance data. Take, for example,

the data collected from various busses in a power grid. At the extreme end of the

time scale, the sensed voltage, frequency or power factor can be used immediately

for initiating protection action if the values drift outside the acceptable range. At

the next slower time scale, the data from all busses must be collected in a central

place to enable state estimation and for correction of power flows. However, the

collected data does not become useless at this point. The variation or drift in power

flows over hours, days, and even months is crucial both for operating the power

markets and for detecting degradation in the power network such as spurious power

flows due to growing tree branches around power lines, the imperfect closing of

aging relays, corona related insulation damage or capacitor degradation, etc. Often

the regulations also require the data to be stored for a certain amount of time as

evidence of operational integrity, resolving disputes, fixing blame, etc.

In the next Section 5.2.1 we elaborate how and why provenance information can

be used in IoT. Subsequently, in Section 5.2.1 we introduce the scheme to compactly

represent and compress the provenance information and in Section 5.2.1 discuss our

experimental setup and results.

IoT Data Use Cases

A direct storage of all raw data along with its provenance information can easily

fulfill all of the lower frequency and historical data analysis needs; however, this is

difficult, particularly in the IoT environment because of limited storage, computing

and communication power of the individual devices, and the continuous operation
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of a a large number of such devices. In this paper we are focused on addressing

representation and compression of the data along with the provenance information.

Looking at some prominent use cases, the specific issues to consider are (a) What

information do we need to keep to handle the use case? (b) How do we represent this

information?, and (c) What are the potential ways of compressing the information

and the potential trade-off between accuracy and compression? In IoT systems,

data provenance and historical data analysis can be useful for a variety of purposes

as described below.

Conflict Investigation: When conflicts are observed in a complex IoT systems

such as a smart environment, the reasons for it may not be immediately obvious.

Various devices and subsystems in an IoT system may interact both across the physi-

cal space (i.e., energy management systems on a building floor and even across floors)

and across functional domains in order to fulfill policy objectives and avoid conflicts

and anomalies. The devices/subsystems in a shared space may conflict because they

are being affected and affect the same or interdependent set of parameters. As an

example of cross-subsystem interaction, the security subsystem on a floor may turn

on lights as a deterrence even when no one is present (assuming that the latter vio-

lates the lighting policy). Similarly, if the emergency subsystem detects smoke, the

security subsystem may be instructed to unlock all doors in the area even though

this goes against the normal policy. It is clear that a system level coordination and

conflict resolution are essential for proper functioning of the overall system. How-

ever, in a coordinated “system of systems”, such malfunctioning or conflicts may

arise, but the reason for them needs proper investigation. The collected provenance

data will be extremely useful in this context to pinpoint exactly which events lead

to a malfunction.

Attack detection: In addition to the coordination and conflict the resolution,

large IoT systems must deal with a number of other difficult issues. These include
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misconfiguration, malfunctioning, and attacks. Manual handling of these issues in a

large IoT system is impractical, and it is important to devise automated (or largely

automated) mechanisms to collaboratively detect misconfigurations/malfunctions,

and reconfigure the system to minimize impact. Most IoT environments are ex-

pected to evolve dynamically for at least four reasons: (a) Changes/evolution in con-

trol/operational policies, (b) Adaptations to malfunctions in devices/subsystems, (c)

Evolution of resource availability and demands (e.g., more energy demands as the

company using the building grows), and (d) Evolution in the devices themselves (e.g.,

new sensors/actuators added, old ones retired). Therefore it is important to verify

operation, detect malfunctions and attacks, and harden the system over time.

If a subsystem/device (sensor, actuator, or controller) is compromised by a hacker,

we need to find out the tracks of the attacker getting into the device/subsystem so

that we can analyze it further to determine security weaknesses of the system. In this

case, the most important thing to keep is an abnormal activity where the definition

of “abnormal” could be loose (i.e., almost everything) or very specific (a specific

type of accesses) and everything in between. This tracking can be done with various

degrees of sophistication, and more sophisticated tracking can enable more advanced

applications. In such situations, the collected provenance data are essential to trace

back the root of malfunctions or attack points.

Proof of correct functioning: Smart systems are cyber-physical-human sys-

tems, i.e. an interaction between humans and machines, and indirectly between hu-

mans. In such a system provenance information is essential for attribution/liability,

i.e. who did what and in what order. For example, in case of a road accident, an

autonomous car owner claims that certain functionality did not work correctly and

it caused the unsafe situation or real problem (e.g., collision). In such a scenario, the

manufacturer needs a way to establish that car did everything that it was designed

to do. Malfunctioning detection is related to proof of correct functioning and con-
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flict investigation. It may be triggered either by observed malfunction or passively

as an assurance activity. In the first case, one could potentially enumerate classes

of malfunctions and store provenance data for it; the second one perhaps stores all

potential anomalies and related data.

Background and Proposed Methodology

Figure 5.1: Office building - Illustrative IoT Layout

In an IoT environment, the typical scenario is that of multiple sensors, each of

which provides a “reading” at successive time points, such that a continuous stream

of data is being generated. The sensors could be heterogeneous and measure a

variety of quantities such as temperature, light intensity, noise, etc. Thus, with

n sensors, each sample will be an n-element vector, but each sensor could emit a

value of different type (including integers, real numbers, enumerated types, etc.).

Figure 5.1 shows an office layout equipped with multiple IoT-enabled sensors. Thus,

our primary interest is in compressing a stream of vectors of different attributes
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accumulated from different such IoT devices.

We are looking into use cases when it is acceptable to scale the received values

such that the value of the i-th sensor can be discretized into bi bins, for a suitable

value of bi. We could then represent the value by the bin index. This gives us a

vector of integers for each sample. The integer vector stream can be compressed in

many ways.

Scalable Compression Mechanism Requirements: There are two aspects

that need to be considered in order to devise a scalable compression mechanism. The

first aspect is suitable compression mechanism for a segment of data that we want

to keep, where a segment could be defined as a relatively long period over which

the same amount of compression would be desirable. Such techniques are discussed

in the literature under the area of time series approximation and representation.

Several techniques like Fourier transform (Faloutsos et al. (1994)), wavelet transform

(Popivanov and Miller (2002)), piecewise polynomials (Yi and Faloutsos (2000)),

singular value decomposition (Chakrabarti et al. (2002)) etc. fall in this category.

However, these techniques don’t preserve the information about the sequence of

events, which is crucial in IoT context.

The second aspect is how we vary compression over successive data segments.

For example, each segment may represent one year’s worth of data, and as we go

into the past, we use more compression. In such techniques, the compression is not

homogeneous, rather heterogeneous across time. Palpanas et al. (2004); Gandhi et al.

(2010) have modeled such aspects as “amnesic” functions, that represent recent data

with better precision than the past.

Lossy compression: Straightforward lossless compression such as LZ is rarely

appropriate in this scenario, because a lossless compression does not provide any

opportunity to increase compression as the data ages, and depending on the type of

data, the compression ratio may be rather poor. Thus, our interest is primarily in
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lossy compression, where the key issue is what we are willing to lose and that in turn

depends on the usage model. A simple lossy compression technique is the aggregation

of data, which could be done on many levels. Lossy compression we envisioned could

be regarded as similar to summarization of provenance information.

Similar approaches: Provenance can be represented by a graph, with a stan-

dardized representation called Open Provenance Model (OPM) (Moreau et al. (2008)).

In OPM, the nodes are artifacts (states), processes (actions), or agents (enablers)

and arcs represent dependencies such as “derived from”, “generated by”, “used by”,

“controlled by”, and “triggered by”. One approach, discussed in (Ainy et al. (2015))

defines a distance function between provenance expressions based on the intended

use, and optimizing this distance while still obtaining small expressions guide the

summarization. Given the provenance graph form, techniques similar to ones used

for web graphs web compression can be applied to compressing provenance (Xie et al.

(2011, 2013)). The steps are: (a) encode the successor list of one node by using sim-

ilar successors of another node as a reference, thus efficiently avoiding encoding the

duplicate data, (b) encode consecutive numbers by only recording the start number

and length, reducing the number of successors that need to be encoded, (c) encode

the gap between the successors of a node rather than the successors themselves, which

typically requires fewer bits to be encoded, and (d) add dictionary compression on

top of compressing provenance graphs.

Approximate Vector Stream Compression (AVSC): In this paper, we pro-

pose to use a sequence pattern mining based compression. The purpose of this is to

ensure that the sequence of events can be derived (or inferred) from the compressed

data, which are crucial for conflict resolution, intrusion or malfunction detection in

a complex IoT system as discussed in section 5.2.1. Performing our compression

we want to keep some events intact and approximate other events to improve the

compressibility. Similar to above-mentioned provenance summarization techniques,
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our method runs in two stages. In the first stage, we use the SQS (Summarizing

event seQuenceS) proposed in (Tatti and Vreeken (2012)) to generate a summariza-

tion of the data. That summarization is necessary, but it is not sufficient. In the

second stage, using that summary as a basis for a dictionary in our dictionary com-

pression we try to approximately match the remaining events with the patterns in

our dictionary. Events that can’t be matched to any of the patterns are added to

the dictionary. We denote the resultant scheme as AVSC i.e. Approximate Vector

Stream Compression.

Summarizing event seQuenceS (SQS): SQS uses a single parameter heuris-

tics to find a good set of patterns. That parameter is a threshold, which is the

number of times a pattern shows up in a sequence, with the default number being

one. Varying the threshold gives us the opportunity to vary the value of the patterns.

The method does inexact matching, i.e. patterns are allowed to have gaps, but the

objective function heavily penalizes long gaps. The method formalizes how to encode

a sequence dataset given a set of patterns. It uses the Minimum Description Length

(MDL) principle to identify the best set where the encoded length is used as a quality

score. The complexity of the method is linear in a number of events, objects, and

patterns. In effect, the SQS method efficiently discovers high-quality patterns that

summarize data well and correctly identify key patterns.

We consider the following two ways to apply SQS:

(Correlated) Directly compress each vector, i.e., look for similarities across

vectors. This retains the correlation across streams perfectly, but it may show poor

tradeoff of compressibility and accuracy because of lack of too many similar vectors.

We denote correlated version as AVSC-C.

(Uncorrelated) Compress i-th stream separately, but with a possibility that the

information about corresponding streams is captured approximately due to different

approximations across vectors. This method is expected to yield better compression
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but at the cost of confounding the correlation across the attributes. We denote

uncorrelated version as AVSC-NC.

The overall scheme is depicted in Algorithm 4. In the first stage, we discretize the

time series and apply the SQS method in order to determine the patterns (with gaps).

After the original SQS method determines the patterns, we preserve the identified

patterns in the dictionary P and identify set of remaining subsequences U. In the

second stage, we try to approximately match the remaining subsequences with the

patterns in our dictionary. To determine how close a subsequence matches with the

existing patterns, we define a threshold τ which is the Euclidean distance between the

subsequence and the existing pattern from the dictionary. If the tested subsequence

doesn’t closely match with any of the identified patterns (i.e. their Euclidean distance

is more than τ), we break the subsequences with length ` and try to find a match

with the existing patterns. If no matches are found, the subsequence is added in the

dictionary. We keep doing this until the entire time series is covered. This yields a

compressed stream, which can be inverted to get an approximate representation of

the original stream.

Accuracy evaluation: Given the original stream and the approximated recon-

structed stream, we can compare the two using time series similarity measures in

order to determine how similar the two are. This provides us with a measure of

accuracy, or fidelity of the compression. We could thus evaluate the compressibility

vs. accuracy trade-off.

There are many methods in the literature to assess the similarity of two-time

series. Serra and Arcos (2014) provide a survey of several methods. The main

methods include similarity based on (a) Euclidean distance, (b) Fourier coefficients,

(c) autoregressive models of the time series, (d) dynamic time warping (DTW), (e)

Edit distances (ED), (f) Time warped edit distance (TWED), and (g) minimum jump

cost dissimilarity (MJC). It turns out that the last four methods show almost the
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Algorithm 4 Approximate Vector Stream Compression (AVSC)

OT : Original time series (INPUT)
P : Ordered set of patterns found (SQS OUTPUT)
U : Ordered set of remaining subsequences (SQS OUTPUT)
I: List of tuples ă time series index (ind),element of tP Y Uu ą

COT : Compressed version of OT (OUTPUT)
dps, pq: Euclidean distance between vectors s and p
s: top element of U
pbest: element of P that has a closest match with s

Parameter: B: No of bins for discretization
Parameter: τ : Max Euclidean distance
Parameter: `: pre-defined sequence length
1: Discretize the OT
2: Run SQS to identify P , U , and I
3: while U not empty do
4: pbest = null
5: Remove s from U
6: Match s with elements of P
7: if pbest not null and dps, pbestq ă τ then
8: Ipind, sq = Ipind, pbestq
9: else

10: if lengthpsq ą ` then
11: Break s to r subsequences of length `
12: Add r subsequences to the top of U in proper order
13: else
14: Add s to P
15: end if
16: end if
17: end while
18: LZ compress I to identify COT =0

same performance. For our experiments we consider the Euclidean distance based

metric explained in the evaluation section.

Algorithm discussion: Note that AVSC-NC maintains the correlations across

vector elements approximately. It can happen that values in the reconstructed time

series at the same time instance are accurately represented for say temperature and

humidity, but far off for power and wind. AVSC-C, on the other hand, preserves

the correlations at the cost of lower accuracy. The accuracy of our method could be

further improved if we run a second pass through subsequences that remained after

running SQS. This is due to the fact that some of the sequences that are added to

the dictionary might be a better match and reduce the loss of accuracy stemming
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from this approximation. The second pass could be particularly important for vector

streams where the first pass does not find too many patterns. Both accuracy and

compressibility might also be improved by a proper choice of parameter `, which is

currently set to number 3.

Approximate matching as an amnesic function? Notice that there is a

trade-off between the accuracy and storage. We increase the accuracy at the cost of

more storage. This trade-off can be extended to model amnesic function, that allows

us to represent the recent past with greater precision. A simple way to integrate

amnesic function in our representation is to require more accuracy for recent past and

lesser for the older ones. A more sophisticated framework will allow more accuracy

in the “area of interest” while requiring less accuracy elsewhere.

Figure 5.2: Home-C’s power measurements: Comparison of the original and recon-
structed time series

Evaluation

For the evaluation, we consider the home energy usage data available from Barker

et al. (2012). The dataset consists of a wide variety of data collected from three real

homes (named as home-A, B, and C), including electrical (usage and generation),

environmental (e.g., temperature and humidity), and operational (e.g., wall switch
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events). We mainly use the electricity usage data for these three homes as a function

of time and weather. The data corresponding to home-B and home-C are obtained

over a period of 3 months (from May to July 2012) from various sensors with readings

every 5 minutes. We also use the data for home-A where readings are taken at every

hour. Since there is a strong correlation between weather and energy usage (due

to the use of HVAC), we consider a time series with 4 element vectors. The vector

elements are, respectively, outdoor temperature, outdoor humidity, wind velocity,

and power usage. Unless otherwise mentioned we use 128 bins for discretization of

all attribute values.

Notice that while compressing the original time series (OT), we (a) first discretize

the samples into bins, then (b) compress the bins using AVSC scheme, we call these

two intermediate series of bins as S1 and S2. From S2 we can approximate (or

reconstruct) the original time series which we denote as reconstructed time series or

RT. To compare the accuracy and compressibility of the original time series (xt) with

the reconstructed one (x̂t), we use two metrics named Relative Compression Ratio

(RCR) and Relative Root-Mean-Square-Error (RRMSE). The former represents the

amount of compression with respect to the LZ compression, and the latter gives the

normalized root-mean-square error of reconstructed time series, i.e.

RRMSE “
RMSE

RMSorig

“

b

řn
t“1 pxt ´ x̂tq

2
L

n
b

řn
t“1 pxtq

2
L

n
(5.1)

Notice that a lower RRMSE represents higher accuracy (or fidelity) and vice versa.

The combined RRMSE of multiple measurements (i.e. temperature. humidity, wind

velocity and power usage) is obtained by taking the root of the sum of squares of

the individual RRMSE values. Because of this reason, with higher dimensions, the

combined RRMSE has a higher value compared to the RRMSE of the individual

time series.
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(a) RRMSE (b) RCR

Figure 5.3: AVSC-NC Evaluation

Comparison of OT and RT: To show the accuracy of the proposed compression

scheme we compare the original power measurements of home-C along with the

reconstructed one for AVSC-C. The result is shown in Figure 5.2 where τ is 0.1.

From this figure, we can observe how well the reconstructed samples approximate

the original measurements. The combined RRMSE corresponding to Figure 5.2 is

found to be 0.15.

Evaluation of uncorrelated compression AVSC-NC: Figure 5.3 shows the

variation of RRMSE and RCR with τ corresponding to the data obtained from three

homes using AVSC-NC compression technique. From Figure 5.3 we can observe that

AVSC-NC provides better compression ratio for the dataset from home-A than that

of homes B and C. Notice that in case of home-A the readings are obtained at every

hour, whereas for homes B and C the samples are taken at every 5 minutes. Because

of this reason, the identified patterns obtained in case of homes B and C cannot

replace a large section of the remaining subsequences with reasonable accuracy. We

can also observe that the improvement in compression ratio becomes marginal beyond

τ = 0.2, however, the RRMSE keeps increasing especially in case of homes B and C.

This brings the notion of finding the optimal τ for a given measurement data, which

needs further investigation in future.
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(a) RRMSE (b) RCR

Figure 5.4: AVSC-C Evaluation

Figure 5.3 also shows the discretization error (i.e. RRMSE at τ = 0) due to

the binning operation, which is found to be significantly smaller compared to the

accuracy loss due to compression.

Evaluation of correlated compression (AVSC-C): While evaluating the

effect of correlated compression with the above datasets, we couldn’t identify a cor-

related pattern with more than 32 bins. In case of home-A, we had to decrease the

number of bins even further to 16 however, even after doing so we obtain no com-

pression gain until τ reaches 0.6. We, therefore, ignore the case of home-A, and only

show the comparison of homes B and C in Figure 5.4, while keeping the number of

bins equal to 32.

From Figure 5.4 we can observe that RCR increases with the increase in τ as

more subsequences are approximated with the identified patterns in the dictionary.

However, doing so increases the RRMSE significantly, i.e. using the above datasets,

even though we can obtain a considerable gain in terms of compressibility, it comes

at the cost of low accuracy.

Comparison of AVSC-NC and AVSC-C In order to be able to directly

compare the benefits and downsides of two compression techniques, we repeated ex-

periments for homes B and C for 32 bins discretization. In the repeated experiments
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we observed that AVSC-C method in comparison with AVSC-NC provides similar

compression ratio for smaller thresholds τ , but the loss in accuracy is almost 60%

worse for AVSC-C (From 0.10 RRMSE for AVSC-NC to 0.18 RRMSE for AVSC-

NC). These results could be somewhat misleading since no measure of correlation

across vector elements is accounted for in our current fidelity metric.

It is worth noting that observed behavior is domain specific. There is a strong

correlation between weather and energy usage and discretization smoothed the dif-

ferences between the vectors, such that there were enough patterns that AVSC could

exploit.

Discussion

In this section we discussed mechanisms for lossy data compression that provide a

trade-off between compression ratio and data usefulness for offline statistical analysis

in IoT. We considered sequence pattern mining based compression strategies for

multiattribute IoT data streams. For each method, we evaluated the compressibility

of the method vs. the level of similarity between original and compressed time

series in the context of the home energy management system. In particular, we

showed gains over the plain lossless compression for a specified amount of accuracy

for purposes of identifying the state of the system. This comparison shows a clear

tradeoff in between the compressibility and fidelity with respect to distance threshold

τ , i.e., in general, the amount of fidelity increase with small thresholds τ , but at the

cost of poor compressibility.
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CHAPTER 6

OTHER DATA ACCESS ISSUES

6.1 Performance, Resilience and Energy Tradeoffs

In larger systems where large amounts of data is an integral part of the operation,

resilience becomes a concern to designers and maintainers of these systems. Resilience

could be defined as higher availability in the face of failures, or graceful recovery from

the failure. By determining the usage patterns of the data and identifying the hot and

cold regions of the data, it should be possible to use data driven placement of the data

to address both aspects of resilience. Modern cluster computing frameworks like, for

example, the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) (Wei et al. (2010)), take into

its design considerations that hardware failures will occur, and that both aspects of

resilience are a necessity. As part of this design replicas of the data are placed on

multiple nodes to provide resilience and in a way that enhances performance. Apache

Spark (Zaharia et al. (2012)) has achieved some resilience properties due to the use

of resilient distributed dataset (RDD) data structure. RDD gives Spark jobs high

performance through the ability to parallelize the computation, that transforms the

data, done on the data and adds fault tolerance properties through the ability to
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recompute any data partition loss through use of the original set of transformations.

Resilience requirements often conflicts with performance. For example, main-

taining multiple replicas of a data item requires their synchronization, and often

strict consistency is a must. If the data is updated frequently, synchronizing copies

can result in a significant overhead and fewer copies may be more desirable from a

performance perspective (at the cost of lower resilience). On the other hand, when

the update frequency is low, more copies can lead to better performance due to

less contention for read. Therefore, one challenge is learning the read/write behav-

ior and exploiting it for dynamic management of the copies. Maintaining multiple

copies becomes more challenging with distributed storage hierarchies since we must

also learn (in a data driven manner) which tier of which node should host a new

copy when needed, and how to treat the copy when it is idled (destroyed, kept stale,

moved to a lower tier, moved to a different node, etc.). Note that dynamic copy

creation/destruction is expensive, and keeping a copy stale means that all updates

must be tracked and then applied at some point. How and when to apply the up-

dates can become extremely complex since large updates could result in extra delays

and network congestion in a distributed storage environment. Applying updates in

batches is more efficient, but the updates would be larger in size and more likely to

cause network congestion. The location of the copies also affects how useful they are

in reducing network usage for reads and the overhead of update maintenance.

Erasure coding is an alternative to maintaining multiple copies and is popularly

used in RAIDed disks, but can be used in a distributed storage environment as well

(Balaji et al. (2018)). The idea is to group a set of “n” data items (blocks, chunks or

entire objects) and create corresponding parity items which are stored elsewhere so

that a failure recovery is possible. (A RAID5 arrangement requires one parity for n

RAIDed items, whereas RAID6 requires two, but can tolerate two failures.) The key

question is how to group items for RAIDing and can be challenging (Reddy et al.
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(1993)). A belief based RAIDing can be very useful since all these items are likely

to be used together; however, note that RAIDing requires that the group members

are stable, since each change must be reflected in the parity calculation. Aspects of

context should include similar information used in locality exploitation and proximity

optimization.

The actions taken to enhance performance invariably affect energy consumption.

For example, data filtering, compression, deduplication all enhance performance and

hence reduce per-operation energy consumption. However, this is usually done to

squeeze in more operations, and thus the overall energy consumption may not be

lowered. The same applies to minimizing data movement through tiering, caching,

and data placement techniques. These techniques, can, however, be also exploited

to maintain a given energy budget without reducing performance. Energy budgeting

is required not only in energy limited IoT devices but also in edge controllers that

may operate on renewable energy with limited energy storage capability. Even in

data centers, energy limits creep up due to power circuit or cooling limitations.

In some cases, such as use of multiple copies mentioned above for enhancing read

performance, and resilience more copies means higher energy consumption. In this

case, it may be important to control the number of copies based on the energy

limitations. In (Murugan et al. (2018)) such a mechanism is described for the replicas

of deduplicated storage. Energy limitations bring additional challenges in the data-

driven management of copies discussed above.

6.2 High Performance Metadata Management

Metadata is crucial not only to access the relevant data items but also to determine

which data items, if any, are relevant. The implication of the latter is that the

metadata is accessed far more frequently than the data. Thus high performance

access to metadata is even more crucial than the data itself. However, metadata
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poses several difficulties in high performance access. First, metadata is typically

small in size, thereby requiring small size reads/writes, which are generally much

less efficient than large reads/writes. Second, metadata may be updated even for the

reads (e.g., update to the last access time) and must be persisted (logged) properly to

avoid data corruption in case of power failure. Liu et al. (2015) address the problem

of keeping the metadata indexing scalable by exploiting the provenance information.

Distributing the metadata can alleviate performance bottlenecks but at the cost of

further complexity in grouping related metadata together, avoiding load-imbalance as

the workload changes, and yet ensuring consistency. Singh and Bawa (2018) provide

a survey of such techniques. Xu et al. (2014) present a dynamic ring-based metadata

management mechanism that attempts to preserve locality using locality-preserving

hashing while also maintaining the consistency and load balance. Most of the data

management techniques can be used for metadata management as well, exploiting

the notion of context through belief, locational affinity.

6.3 Managing Configuration for High Performance

Nearly every entity in a cyber or cyberphysical system has some set of “configu-

ration parameters” that determine its behavior and performance. Not surprisingly,

enabling high performance data access is crucially dependent on setting the relevant

parameters correctly and optimally. Unfortunately, configuration management is one

of the most difficult problems to tackle in real systems because of (a) very complex

and poorly understood impact of configuration parameters on the performance and

other characteristics of the system, (b) unknown or poorly understood dependencies

between parameters, and (c) a constantly evolving environment where a “correct”

configuration is both difficult to characterize and changing (Xu and Zhou (2015)).

Given these difficulties, it is usually not possible to use simple mathematical

models to characterize good configurations or how to change them. This is where
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data driven techniques have a big role to play. We illustrate this using the exam-

ple of Cloud Storage Gateways (CSG). These are increasingly popular systems that

create the impression of huge amounts of fast, local storage by providing an intel-

ligent portal to the cloud storage. Typically, each client is allocated some amount

of local storage space for data, metadata, and logging, and accesses like an ordinary

“block” storage device, whereas the backend accesses the cloud object storage. Many

configuration parameters relating to the amount of local storage space, local CPU

resources, backend network characteristics, cache management policies, etc. are in-

volved in meeting the client SLA (service level agreement). Sondur and Kant (2019)

have examined data driven characterization of CSG configuration using deep learn-

ing techniques. However, given a rather dynamic environment in terms of number

of clients and their workload characteristics, it is quite challenging to continuously

update the model while keeping the parameter selection accurate and robust.

6.4 Collaborative intelligence extraction

Large cyperphysical systems often involve many “agents”, each of which shows au-

tonomous and differing behavior, and yet need to collaborate to achieve an overall ob-

jective. Edge computing provides a rapidly emerging example of such systems where

devices of different capabilities and characteristics (e.g., video cameras with differ-

ent levels of feature recognition capabilities) or subsystems with different objectives

(e.g., energy management and surveillance in a building) must collaborate. These

situations relate to the field of collective or collaborative intelligence (IEC (2017);

Sharma and Wang (2017)) that has been studied in economics, social sciences, and

biology (e.g., swarm intelligence, ant colony optimization). Satyanarayanan (2017)

and Yu et al. (2018) provide a survey of edge computing issues.

In the edge computing context, data driven techniques would need to use col-

laborative learning techniques to actively adapt to the environment around them.
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Adjacent edge nodes may need to collaborate in order to successfully identify impor-

tant features or anomalies in the data obtained by IoT devices controlled by different

edge controllers. For example, several cameras on a stretch of road belonging to dif-

ferent edge controllers may observe a car with certain attributes. A collaborative

analytics is required in order to increase confidence in the identification. If such

tasks are required frequently, it is useful to consider the storage available across a set

of edge controllers collectively, to be used for storing not only the local contents but

perhaps caching the remote content as well. Effective mechanisms to manage the

distributed storage space in this situation depend on both the storage/networking

resources availability and the behavioral/semantic characteristics of the applications

deployed.

Our work in healthcare (Ramljak et al. (2015b,a)) and social networks (Uversky

et al. (2013, 2014)) could be used to address collaborative analytics issues. In (Raml-

jak et al. (2015b,a)) we modified pagerank (Xing and Ghorbani (2004)) to show not

only relevance, but which items are not relevant according to collaborative access. In

Uversky et al. (2013, 2014) we used Gaussian Conditional Random Fields (GCRF)

to explore collaborative aspects of items in the social network.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation we presented opportunities and challenges in developing High

Performance Data Access methods that leverage data properties and relationships

between data items to minimize data movement, latency and ultimately energy con-

sumption. Our focus was on contributions in developing caching and prefetching,

and data filtering methods, but we also discussed other issues in locality exploitation

for data driven caching and tiering, proximity optimizations leading to reduction of

distance between data and computations, data reduction by removing redundancy

in data, and using sparse representations of data. We also mentioned the impact of

data access mechanisms on resilience, energy consumption, storage usage, and the

enablement of new classes of data driven applications. We noted many research chal-

lenges along the way, which we hope will spur researchers to further examine those

issues in the space of rapidly emerging data intensive applications.

In particular we have developed BeliefCache, a caching framework that relies on a

data-driven algorithm that not only shows better or competitive performance to state

of the art algorithms, but is also highly adaptive. It leverages relationships between

accessed entities to drive decisions about prefetching and replacement. Nevertheless,
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the algorithm has some internal parameters that must be learned. Time window,

voting window size and belief threshold are among the parameters learned from ac-

cess history and kept constant while executing the framework. In contrast, the beliefs

themselves are dynamic values that are updated on each request. The elements with

the highest belief values are considered for prefetching and those with the lowest

values for eviction. The net result is a unified prefetching/caching algorithm that is

not only competitive with the state-of- the-art algorithms, but can also quickly ad-

just itself to changes in workload. In cases when the workload changes significantly,

such parameters need to be re-learned, or different algorithms need to be applied.

We explored online re-training of this cache management framework through detec-

tion of performance changes. We adjusted a caching mechanism that intelligently

prefetches objects leveraging relationships learned from access history while auto-

matically adapting quantification parameters in the background. We demonstrated

how to build a tool for real-time tracking of cache related workload changes. We

showed that the resulting caching mechanism is able to adapt to previously unseen

workloads over time, as this is essential for the deployment of the mechanism in the

real-world. By detecting phase changes based on three different detection sources,

the proposed framework was able to improve the caching performance of the original

BeliefCache, thus showing the importance of phase change awareness when learning

in dynamic caching environments. Although quite promising, we believe that there

is room for further improvement to move towards online learning based on aware-

ness of workload phase changes. Therefore, our future research plans are directed

towards closely investigating the efficiency of the learning process so as to be able

to adapt to new workload characteristics in a more faster and scalable manner. We

have also implemented this framework in Ceph distributed storage system that we

look forward to contributing to the Ceph open source community.

In AVSC, we discussed mechanisms for lossy data compression that provide a
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trade-off between compression ratio and data usefulness for offline statistical analysis

in IoT. We considered sequence pattern mining based compression strategies for

multiattribute IoT data streams. For each method, we evaluated the compressibility

of the method vs. the level of similarity between original and compressed time

series in the context of the home energy management system. In particular, we

showed gains over the plain lossless compression for a specified amount of accuracy

for purposes of identifying the state of the system. This comparison shows a clear

tradeoff in between the compressibility and fidelity with respect to distance threshold

τ , i.e., in general, the amount of fidelity increase with small thresholds τ , but at the

cost of poor compressibility.

A similar trade-off between compressibility and accuracy can also be drawn with

respect to the number of bins used in the discretization process. We will explore these

characteristics in more detail in the future to change the distance threshold τ and

the number of bins dynamically with age as well as for different regions of interest in

a time series. Along the same lines, we want to extend AVSC to explore the notion

of progressive compression, where we re-compress the older at a higher compression

level in order to keep maintenance of the measurement information scalable. We also

need to investigate how to devise the optimal threshold τ and optimal breakup of

long non-matching subsequences. More investigation is needed to find a better fidelity

metric and then more validation is needed using more data from different domains.

Another line of investigation is the accuracy of the compressed representation for

specific event detection, such as home occupancy detection, intrusion detection and

similar problems.
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